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Abstra t

In this hapter we onsider the extension of 4- omponent relativisti
methods from atomi to mole ular systems, in parti ular the hallenges
arising from the introdu tion of the algebrai approximation. In order to
analyze the variational stability of the relativisti many-ele tron Hamiltonian we derive a variational theory of QED in the semi lassi al limit
using the se ond quantization formalism and exponential parametrization. In QED the negative-energy orbitals are lled leading to a true
minimization prin iple for the ele troni ground state, whereas in the
standard 4- omponent approa h these orbitals are empty and treated as
an orthogonal omplement, thus leading to a minimax prin iple. We emphasize the non-uniqueness of the resulting no-pair Hamiltonian of the
standard approa h. 4- omponent methods allow the ontinuous update
of the Hamiltonian and thereby omplete relaxation of the ele troni
wave fun tion. We also dis uss more pra ti al aspe ts of the implementation of 4- omponent relativisti methods. We arefully analyze
their omputational ost and on lude that the dieren e with respe t
to non-relativisti methods onstitute a prefa tor and not a dieren e in
order. We furthermore dis uss how omputational ost may be redu ed
while staying at the 4- omponent level, e.g. by exploiting the atomi
nature of the small omponent density.
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Introdu tion

4- omponent ele troni stru ture methods for atoms were introdu ed
in hapter six. In the present hapter we onsider the extension of these
methods to mole ular systems (see [116℄ and referen es therein for re ent
reviews). It is therefore natural in this hapter to fo us on the additional omplexities added when going from single atoms to polyatomi
systems. An obvious dieren e is the la k of spheri al symmetry. In the
atomi ase the high symmetry allows the separation of radial and angular degrees of freedom. The angular part an be solved ompletely by
symmetry, parti ularly fa ilitated by the introdu tion of Ra ah algebra
[38℄, whereas radial equations an be solved by nite dieren e methods.
In mole ular al ulations one generally has to resort to the algebrai approximation, that is the use of nite basis set expansions. The rst basis
set al ulations led to rather disastrous results (see [88℄ for referen es).
S hwarz and We hsel-Trakowski [89℄ identied two problems onne ted
with 4- omponent relativisti al ulations in the algebrai approa h:
1 The oupling of the large and small omponents of the Dira equation requires separate basis set expansions for ea h omponent.
2 The relativisti many-ele tron Hamiltonian is not bounded from
below and, a ording to an argument given Brown and Ravenhall
[10℄, gives only ontinuum solutions. This has been referred to as
the Brown-Ravenhall disease.
In the atomi ase the rst problem is avoided by the use of nite dieren e methods, and the se ond problem is solved by imposing the boundary onditions at r = 0 and r ! 1 for bound solutions [39℄. In pra ti e
the above two problems have also been solved in the algebrai approximations, and 4- omponent relativisti mole ular al ulations are thereby
routinely arried out today. On the theoreti al side things have apparently not been ompletely straightened out, as witnessed by a number
of misunderstandings in the literature. After an initial overview of the
relativisti many-ele tron Hamiltonian in se tion 1, we therefore give a
variational formulation of QED in the semi lassi al limit, that is with
ontinuous ele tromagneti elds, in se tion 2. At this level of theory a
true minimization prin iple is assumed to exist [30℄, and this puts the
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dis ussion of the variational stability of the relativisti many-ele tron
Hamiltonian on rm grounds.
The separate basis set expansion of the large and small omponents
needed to solve the se ond problem above leads to in reased omputational ost. 4- omponent al ulations are therefore onsidered limited
to ben hmark al ulations, and more ost-e ient methods are sought
by redu ing the 4- omponent Hamiltonian to 1- or 2- omponent approximate forms. There is, however, another approa h whi h onsists of
staying within the 4- omponent form and instead seek redu tion of omputational ost by redu tion or elimination of intermediate quantities
(e.g. two-ele tron integrals) appearing in the a tual al ulations. The
urrent status and perspe tives of this approa h are dis ussed in se tion
3.
Notation and units: Unless otherwise stated, all formulas appearing
in this hapter are in atomi units. In these units the ele tron mass m
and the elementary harge e are both unity. We have, however, hosen
to retain their symbols so that the reader an see how the fundamental
hara teristi s of the ele trons enter the equations. This is parti ular
important for the ele tron harge sin e it provides the oupling to external elds as will be dis ussed in se tion 1.1.1. In this manner one
an distinguish equations des ribing ele trons from those des ribing its
antiparti le, the positron. Operators generally ome with operator hats,
and ve tors are written in bold hara ters. We shall also make extensive
use of the Einstein summation onvention or impli it summation, whi h
means that a repeated index signals free summation over this index. A
dot produ t is a ordingly written u  v = uivi. This onvention allows
formulas to be written in a more ompa t manner, whi h is parti ularly
useful in the se tion on QED.
1.

The Hamiltonian

The general form of the many-ele tron Hamiltonian is

X
1 X ZA ZB e2
1X
g^(i; j ) + V^nn ; V^nn =
H^ = h^ (i) +
2 i6=j
2 A=6 B jRA RB j
i

(1.1)
where h^ (i) are one-ele tron operators, g^(i; j ) represents the two-ele tron
intera tion and V^nn is the lassi al repulsion of xed nu lei. This form is
valid in both the relativisti and the non-relativisti domain to the extent that three-parti le and higher intera tions an be ignored. For the
development of the various methods of quantum hemistry it is rarely
ne essary to be more spe i regarding the form of the many-ele tron
Hamiltonian. This holds parti ularly true if the operator is re ast in se D R A F T
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ond quantized form, as will be dis ussed in se tion 1.3. This observation
signals that one should arefully distinguish Hamiltonians from methods. At the 4- omponent relativisti mole ular level of theory one now
nds an almost omplete set of methods analogous to the arsenal developed in the non-relativisti domain, su h as Hartree-Fo k (HF) (see e.g.
[95, 61, 3, 64, 102, 23, 81, 73, 117℄ and referen es therein), se ond-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) [25, 57℄, Multi-Conguration
Self Consistent Field (MCSCF) [47, 98℄, Restri ted A tive Spa e Conguration Intera tion (RASCI) [101℄, Coupled Cluster (CC) [106, 109℄
and Density Fun tional Theory (DFT) (see e.g. [99, 60, 118, 84℄). We
therefore nd it unne essary to elaborate on the general prin iples of
these methods sin e this information is available in a number of textbooks [96, 66, 76, 43℄. We shall rather try to point out the spe i
adaptions and onsiderations needed to arry these methods over into
the 4- omponent relativisti realm. We would also like to point out that
in view of the distin tion between Hamiltonians and methods emphasized
above, we advise against the use of method names su h as Dira -HartreeFo k and the shorter version Dira -Fo k (whi h is not very fair to Douglas
Hartree who rst suggested to Bertha Swirles the extension of the SCF
method to the Dira equation [33℄) and instead re ommend the HartreeFo k method at the 4- omponent relativisti level or, more spe i ally,
DC-HF (the Hartree-Fo k method based on the Dira -Coulomb Hamiltonian).
1.1

The one-ele tron part

1.1.1

The Dira equation in an ele tromagneti

eld.

The starting point for 4- omponent mole ular al ulations is Dira 's elebrated relativisti wave equation [18, 19℄. In ovariant form (that is the
form in whi h the equation looks the same in all Lorentz frames [77℄)
it is given by
(i  

m ) = 0;

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

 =


=



r;

i
t

( ; iI4 )

(1.2)

in whi h appears the 4-gradient  . Note that we do not distinguish
between ovariant and ontravariant 4-ve tors, as this is not ne essary
at the level of spe ial relativity [77, p.6℄. The quantity  is given in
terms of the 4  4 identity matrix I4 and the Dira matri es




= 02 0
and
= 0I2 0I2
(1.3)
2
2
2
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and generates the C4 Cliord algebra [72℄, the algebra of gamma matries. The Pauli spin matri es










x = 01 10 ; y = 0i 0i ; z = 10

0
1



(1.4)

are themselves generators of the C3 Cliord algebra, that is the algebra
of omplex quaternions, a property that we shall make use of in se tion
1.1.2. Note also that the Dira matri es an be expressed in terms of
the 4  4 spin matri es




=  ;  = 0 02 ;  = 0I2 0I2
(1.5)
2
2 2
upon the introdu tion of the auxiliary matrix  [68℄. In order to align the
relativisti and non-relativisti energy s ales one usually performs the
substitution
! 0 = I4
(1.6)
but we will for the moment retain the original form of the Dira equation.
The free-parti le Dira equation in its more familiar form is obtained
by multipli ation by from the left



h^ D;0 i
t



= 0; h^ D;0 = m 2 + (

 p)

(1.7)

External elds are introdu ed through the prin iple of minimal ele [37℄
p !  = p qA
(1.8)
in whi h appears 4-momentum p = i and the 4-potential A =
(A; i ). We are interested in ele trons and therefore hoose the harge
q = e. The Dira equation then attains the form
tromagneti intera tion



D^ = ^hD;A

i


t



= 0; h^ D;A = m 2 + (

 ) e (1.9)

It is important to note that the minimal substitution (1.8) follows from
the term
Lint = j A
(1.10)
in the Lagrangian des ribing the intera tion between the parti le and the
ele tromagneti eld as the produ t of the 4- urrent j = (j; i ) and the
4-potential. This term was rst proposed by S hwarzs hild [90℄ to satisfy
Lorentz ovarian e. It is employed in ad ho basis in the non-relativisti
D R A F T
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domain, even though it does not represent the proper non-relativisti
limit, whi h is ele trostati s (see [78℄ and referen es therein). Comparing
(1.9) and (1.10) we an identify the 4- urrent as
j = e y  ;  = e y I4 ; j = e y
(1.11)
Classi ally the urrent density is given as harge multiplied by velo ity
and indeed one nds from Heisenbergs equation of motion that the velo ity operator in the relativisti domain is . This may appear somewhat
surprising, but may be interpreted as the ele tron os illating at the speed
of light about its mean position (Zitterbewegung [86, 68℄). Note that
just as we may identify e as the operator of urrent density, we may
identify eI4 as the operator of harge density. This identi ation will
prove useful in se tion 1.2.
External ele tri E and magneti B elds appear in the Hamiltonian
only indire tly through the s alar  and ve tor A potentials

E = r

A
;
t

B =rA

(1.12)

This an be onsidered an advantage as the freedom of gauge [46℄ leaves
room to hoose the most onvenient form of the potentials.
For instan
e,


a uniform ele tri eld may be represented by A = 0; i E  r as well
as A = ( Et; 0), but the former hoi e is usually preferred sin e it an
be handled by time-independent theory [7℄. Quantum hemistry, be it
relativisti or not, is usually expressed in Coulomb gauge, that is through
the transversality ondition r  A = 0. From Maxwell's equations and
the denitions (1.12) the eld equations in the presen e of a density 
and a urrent j an then be expressed as [41℄
r2  = 4
(1.13)
!
2
= 4 2 j
(1.14)
r 2 
r2 A 2 tA2
t
where is the ne-stru ture onstant. The equation for the s alar potential is simply the Poisson equation with solution
(r; t) =

Z

(r0 ; t) 0
0 d

(1.15)
jr r j
At rst sight, this result appears to be in ontradi tion with the theory of
spe ial relativity sin e the s alar potential is given by the instantaneous
harge density. However, one must bear in mind that the s alar potential
itself is not an observable. The ee ts of retardation, as well as magneti
D R A F T
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intera tions, enter through the ve tor potential. The Coulomb gauge
bears its name be ause it singles out the instantaneous Coulomb intera tion whi h is the proper non-relativisti limit of lassi al ele trodynami s
and whi h is the dominant intera tion of hemistry. All retardation and
magneti intera tions enter as higher-order terms in a perturbation expansion of the total intera tion in terms of the ne-stru ture onstant
[14℄. For instan e, to rst order the intera tion between two point
harges q1 and q2 is in Coulomb gauge given by [42, 15, 46℄
qq
Lint = 1 2
r12



1+



1
1
(v1  v2 ) + 2 (r12  v1 ) (r12  v2 )
22
r12



(1.16)

where v1 and v2 are their velo ities. The rst term an be identied as a
harge- harge intera tion, whereas the se ond term is a urrent- urrent
intera tion.
In mole ular theory we shall employ h^ D;V , the Dira operator in the
mole ular eld. It orresponds to the introdu tion of the 4-potential
ZA e

X

(1.17)
jri RA j ; A(ri) = 0:
where ZAe and RA is harge and position, respe tively, of nu leus A.
The nu lei are a ordingly treated as sour es of external s alar potentials
and nu lear spins are ignored. This " lamped nu leus" approximation is
essentially the same as the one introdu ed by Born and Oppenheimer [8℄
in non-relativisti theory in whi h the main assumption is that ele trons
follow the slower movements of nu lei adiabati ally. However, in the
relativisti domain two onsequen es of this approximation should be
kept in mind. The rst is that the restri tion to a parti ular frame in
whi h the nu lei are at rest invalidates Lorentz ovarian e. In reality,
though, nu lei will always move relative to ea h other so that no frame
an be found in whi h all nu lei are stationary. Se ond, from (1.16) it is
lear that all harge- harge intera tions involving nu lei will be negle ted
in the " lamped nu leus" approximation.
The operators appearing in the Dira equation (1.9) are 4  4 matrix operators and the orresponding wave fun tion is therefore a 4omponent ve tor fun tion
(ri ) =

"

=

L
S

A

#

;

X

"

=

X
X

#

; X = L; S:

(1.18)

The four degrees of freedom ome from the fa t that the Dira equation
des ribes both ele trons and positrons and expli itly in ludes spin. For
a given potential the positive-energy solutions orrespond to ele troni
D R A F T
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solutions, and in the non-relativisti limit (to be dis ussed in se tion
1.1.4) the lower two omponents of these solutions go to zero, whereas
the upper two omponents redu e to a spin orbital in whi h the spatial
part be omes a solution of the orresponding non-relativisti S hrödinger
equation. The upper and lower two omponents are therefore generally
referred to as the large and small omponents, respe tively. For the same
potential the negative-energy bran h of the spe trum gives the positroni
solutions indire tly, that is by harge onjugation (see se tion 1.1.3) and
in the non-relativisti limit it is now the large omponents that go to zero.
For this reason it has been suggested [56℄ that one should rather speak of
upper and lower omponents than large and small ones. However, sin e
fo us in hemistry is on ele troni solutions we will retain the ommon
terminology. On the other hand one should not forget that the large
omponents of positive-energy solutions of the Dira equation are large
by a fa tor 1 only in an averaged sense; there may be regions in spa e
where the small omponents dominate.
It is important to realize that the four degrees of freedom in the Dira
spinor (1.18), as ompared to the s alar eigenfun tions of the S hrödinger
equation, are not to be asso iated with spe i omponents. It is a
ommon mistake to asso iate the small omponents with the positroni
degrees of freedom. For instan e, one annot simply delete the small
omponents of a given ele troni solution. One an also see from (1.18)
that spin ( or ) is asso iated with two omponents and not one.
1.1.2
Time reversal symmetry.
In this and the following
se tion we shall analyze two features of the Dira equation (1.9) that are
related to the four degrees of freedom in the relativisti wave equation.
The rst feature is harge onjugation symmetry, whi h ree ts that
the Dira equation des ribes both ele trons and positrons, but generally,
as we shall see, not of the same system. The se ond feature is time
reversal symmetry whi h to some extent an re over the la k of spin
symmetry in the relativisti domain. It is interesting to note that both
features involve a pairing of eigenfun tions of the Dira equation. As we
shall see, in the ase of time reversal symmetry this pairing is broken by
the introdu tion of an external ve tor potential. In the ase of harge
onjugation symmetry the pairing is broken by the introdu tion of any
4-potential.
Both features are represented by antiunitary operators Kb dened by
E
D
(1.19)
Kb h 1 j 2 i = Kb 1 j Kb 2 = h 2 j 1 i = h 1 j 2 i
An example of an antiunitary operator is provided by the omplex onjugation operator Kb 0 . In the non-relativisti domain this operator omD R A F T
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mutes with the Hamiltonian in the absen e of external magneti elds.
It's ee t on the non-relativisti S hrödinger equation in the mole ular
eld (1.17)is thereby


K0 h^ NR
b

  b 1b
i K0 K0
t





^ NR + i 
NR (r; t) = h
t 


= h^ NR i
t

r; t) (1.20)

NR (

r;

NR (

t) = 0

where NR = Kb 0 NR . Through the substitution t ! t one re overs
the form of the original equation. The omplex onjugation operator
is therefore identied as the time-reversal operator in non-relativisti
systems [115℄. Consider now the ee t of Kb 0 on the Dira equation (1.9).
Pro eeding as in (1.20) we obtain


m 2 +    (

p + eA)

e + i

b
K (r; t) = 0
t 0

(1.21)

In this ase the substitution t ! t is not enough to re over the original
equation and so the omplex onjugation operator an not be identied as the time-reversal operator in the relativisti domain. To nd the
proper form we may note that the produ t of a unitary and an antiunitary operator is an antiunitary operator. We may therefore take as our
starting point the generi form
Kb = U Kb 0
(1.22)
where U is a 4  4 unitary matrix. Next, we note that the problem
with (1.21) is that y hanges sign under omplex onjugation, whereas
the other 4  4 spin matri es (1.5) do not. If one wants an antiunitary
transformation under whi h the individual terms of the Dira equation
are either symmetri or antisymmetri the unitary operator U (1.22)
must therefore ontain y . We then nally arrive at the hoi e UT =
iy whi h gives the time reversal operator Kb for relativisti systems.
Its appli ation gives
3

2

6n
6
6
6
4|

m 2+ (

{z

(+)

o

 p) e

}

7



 77
e (  A) i 7 (r; t) = 0
t }5
{z
|

(1.23)

( )

where = Kb and one an see that in the absen e of external ve tor
potentials, one re overs the orre t form of the Dira equation through
the substitution t ! t.
D R A F T
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Equation (1.23) shows that under time reversal the Dira equation
splits into a symmetri (+) and an antisymmetri ( ) part. Further
insight is obtained by reordering the Dira equation
2

"

L
S

#

=

L
L
S
S

6
6
6
4

3

2

7
7
7
5

6
6
6
4

!

L
S
L
S

3
7
7
7
5

=





(1.24)

The time-symmetri part of the Dira equation an then be written as
2
6

D+ = 64

m 2 e
i dz
0
i d+

i dz

id
0
i dz
m 2 e

0
id

m 2 e
i d+
m 2 e
0
i dz

where we have introdu ed the notation
dz =




; d =  i :
z
x y

3
7
7
5

(1.25)

(1.26)

In the same manner we nd that the time-antisymmetri part an be
written as
3
2


D =

6
6
6
4

0
eA
i t e Az

0
e Az
i t e A
e Az
0 e A+
i t
e A+ 0
e Az
i t

7
7
7
5

(1.27)

where A = Ax  iAy . The above two forms an be summarized by the
matrix stru ture


A
B
Dt = tB  tA ; t = 1:
(1.28)

It is then a simple exer ise to show that if


then



A
B
tB  tA

A
B
tB  tA












=










=


(1.29)

(1.30)
This shows that the time symmetri part of the Dira equation has doubly degenerate eigensolutions. In the reordered equation (1.24) the time
reversal operator has the form
= t

= t :



K = 0I22 0I22 K0
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and one therefore easily sees that the eigenve tors and are related by
time reversal symmetry. They will therefore be referred to as Kramers
partners. A orthonormal Kramers paired basis an be onstru
o from
n ted
a spinor set f ig and the orresponding Kramers partners i . With
the introdu tion of an external ve tor potential the double degenera y
is lifted. One may use degenerate perturbation theory to obtain the
splitting. To zeroth order one obtains the eigenvalues via diagonalization
of the 2  2 Hamiltonian matrix in the spa e of the two Kramers partners
as
E
D
E =   e
j(  A)j :
The double degenera y of the time symmetri Dira equation suggests
that a blo k diagonalization of the matrix operator is possible. This is
indeed true, but at the expense of going from omplex to quaternion
algebra. First, let us re all the denition of a (real) quaternion number
q=

3
X
=0

v e = v0 + 
iv1 + jv2 + kv3 ; v 2 R

(1.32)

The quaternion units i, jand kare equivalent in the sense that they may
be inter hanged by y li permutation i! j! k ! i. It was observed
already by Jordan [69℄ that the algebra of imaginary i times the Pauli
spin matri es is that of the quaternion units, that is
i$ iz ; j$ iy ; k$ ix
(1.33)
The link between time reversal symmetry an then be established by
noting that the time-symmetri form of (1.28) an be written in terms
of Pauli spin matri es
D+ = [I2 AR ℄ + [(iz ) AI ℄ + [(iy ) BR℄ + [(ix) BI ℄ (1.34)
learly showing the quaternion stru ture of the matrix operator. The
blo k diagonalization is a hieved through the unitary quaternion transformation
"
#
#
"


A
+
B
j
0
1
I
j
I
2
2


U yD+ U =
0
k A + Bj k : U = p2 jI2 I2 (1.35)
For the upper blo k of the quaternion Dira operator we nd the stru ture








2 e
0
0 dz 
0 dy k 0 dx :
QD = m

i
j
+
0
m 2 e
dz 0
dy 0
dx 0
D R A F T
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One observes that the rest mass term and the s alar potential enter the
real part of the operator whereas the kineti energy is represented by
the quaternion imaginary part. The quaternion Dira operator has no
preferential axis, in ontrast to the onventional form (1.25) where the
Pauli spin matri es in their standard form orrespond to spin quantization along the z-axis.
Time reversal symmetry provides only a partial ompensation for the
loss of spin symmetry in the relativisti domain. The oupling of the
spin and spatial degrees of freedom by the spin-orbit intera tion hanges
the stru ture of the equations relative to those of non-relativisti theory.
The extra pri e to be paid due to this oupling an be dire tly related
to the algebra needed to solve the Dira equation by matrix diagonalization using a nite real basis expansion. In the general ase the matrix
representation of the symmetri Dira operator an be blo k diagonalized through the quaternion unitary transformation (1.35) and one then
needs to diagonalize the quaternion subblo k A + Bj. In the absen e of
spin-orbit oupling, as in the non-relativisti limit, this subblo k be omes
real. However, in the relativisti domain symmetry redu tion in terms
of going from quaternion to omplex or real algebra an be a hieved by
ombining time reversal and spatial symmetry [82, 83℄. One further thing
to note is that Kramers partners do not map dire tly on to spin and
orbitals. For instan e the Kramers partner of a p1 orbital is p 1 and
not p1 .
1.1.3
Charge onjugation symmetry.
The hoi e UC =
b
i y in (1.22) gives the harge onjugation operator C (usually this term
is reserved for the unitary part UC only). Its appli ation gives
3

2
6
6
6
6
4


|


 p) i t + e| f (
{z
}

m 2+ (

( )

{zA)

(+)

7
7
 }77 b
5

g C (r; t) = 0 (1.36)

It an be seen that the term ontaining the 4-potential is symmetri
(+) under harge onjugation, whereas the free-parti le Dira equation
(1.7) is antisymmetri ( ). It follows that if is a solution of the Dira
equation for an ele tron (thus with harge e) in the 4-potential A ,
then Cb is a solution of the Dira equation for a parti le with harge +e
in the same potential. In the stationary ase the eigenvalues of and
Cb have the same magnitude, but opposite sign. After an initial false
identi ation with the proton [20℄, Dira boldly predi ted the existen e
of the positron [17℄, onrmed experimentally by Anderson in 1932 [2℄.
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Note, however, that for a given 4-potential the Dira operator des ribing
an ele tron is not identi al to the one des ribing a positron sin e the
parti les ouple to the 4-potential through their harge (1.8). Only in
the absen e of external elds do the two equations be ome identi al.
To see harge onjugation at work let us onsider a stationary ele troni solution of the free-parti le Dira equation (1.7) with eigenvalue  (positive ontinuum) and it's harge onjugated partner Cb with
eigenvalue  (negative ontinuum). We now introdu e an external 4potential through minimal oupling (1.8) with the ele tron harge e ,
thus adding the term V^ = e  A to the free-parti le Hamiltonian
h^ D;0 . The eigenvalues of the 2  2 Hamiltonian matrix in the spa e of
the two harge onjugated partners is then
p

E =   2 + 2 ;

8
>
>
<
>
>
:

 =

D

D

V^

E

E

(1.37)

:

C
The positive sign gives the ele troni solution whi h an be expanded as
=

V^

b

 2
1 1
2
:
Ee = E+ =  +  +  + O( ) >  + ;  =
2


(1.38)

The orresponding positroni solution an be obtained by introdu ing
the 4-potential through minimal oupling with the positroni harge +e.
Alternatively, it an be obtained through harge onjugation of the solution orresponding to E of (1.37). The orresponding energy is
1
Ep = E =   +  + O(2 )
2

(1.39)

One an easily see that if the ele tron is attra ted by the 4-potential, that
is  is negative, then the positron is repulsed, due to it's opposite harge.
Unless the oupling term dominates  the ele troni solution des ends
below +m 2 and the negative energy solution des ends further down the
negative ontinuum. However, this does not imply, as is often stated,
that for systems with bound ele trons all negative energy orbitals an
be identied as having energies below m 2. Potentials are not always
purely attra tive or repulsive, e.g. in an anion one may observe negativeenergy orbitals entering the gap as su h solutions far from the nu leus
see a negative and thus attra tive potential.
Towards the non-relativisti limit.
4- omponent operators and wave fun tions are usually taken to imply relativisti theory.

1.1.4
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In this se tion we shall, however, show that also non-relativisti al ulations may be arried out at the 4- omponent level. In fa t, as has
been dis ussed extensively by Viss her and Saue [104℄, a multitude of
Hamiltonians, with and without spin-orbit intera tion in luded, may be
formulated at the 4- omponent level of theory. These Hamiltonians are
obtained from non-unitary transformations W of the Dira equation [31℄


=W 0

W y h^ D;A




i W 0 = 0;
t

)
(1.40)
possibly followed by the deletion of ertain parts of the transformed
operators. As starting point for these Hamiltonians we hoose the timeindependent Dira equation in the mole ular eld (1.17)
"
#"
#

" L #
L
V^
(   p)
I
0
2 2
^
S = 02 I2
S E ; V = e
(  p) V^ 2m 2
(1.41)
where the metri is expli itly in luded sin e non-unitary transformations
will be performed. We have also performed the substitution (1.6) to align
relativisti and non-relativisti energy s ales.
Consider rst the non-relativisti limit, generally obtained as ! 1.
The Dira operator h^ D;V has terms linear and even quadrati in the speed
of light and one an therefore not apply this limit dire tly. Instead, one
rst performs the non-unitary transformation
"

L
S

#



= 0I2
2

02
1 I2

"

L
eS

whi h gives the transformed equation
3
2
V^
(   p) ! " L # 
7
6
V^
= 0I2
5
4
S
e
(  p) 2m 1
2
2m 2

#

(1.42)
02
2 I2

"

L
eS

#

E

(1.43)
The speed of light now appears only in inverse powers and the proper
non-relativisti limit may be obtained, but with the following restri tions
[55℄:
1 jE j  2 , that is we restri t attention to the positive-energy solutions. This also means that a separate non-relativisti limit exists
for the negative-energy solutions.
2 The potential  in V^ must be non-singular. This does not hold
for the potential of point harges, but does hold for the extended
nu lei ommonly used in 4- omponent relativisti al ulations.
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With the above restri tions we arrive in the non-relativisti limit at the
Levy-Leblond equation [58℄
"

(  p)
(  p )
2m

V^

#"

L
eS

#



= 0I2 002
2 2

"

L
eS

#

(1.44)

E

whi h forms the starting point of the dire t perturbation theory of Kutzelnigg [55℄. By elimination of the modied small omponent eS we obtain
the more familiar non-relativisti S hrödinger equation in the mole ular
eld using the identity (  p) (  p) = p2. However, in some ases the 4omponent non-relativisti form (1.44) may be more advantageous than
the onventional 1- omponent form, in parti ular upon the introdu tion
of external magneti elds [44℄.
Another route to the non-relativisti limit, with an interesting stop on
the way, is provided by the non-unitary transformation
"

L
S

#

2

=4

I2
02

02
1
(   p)
2m

3"
5

L
S
e

#

whi h leads to what has been alled the modied Dira
2

3

V^
Tb

(1.45)
equation

[24℄

3

2

"
#
"
#
L
L
I2
02
Tb
5
4
1 b 5 eS E
=4
1
eS
T
02
(  p) V^ (  p) Tb
2
2
2m 2
4m
(1.46)
^
where T is the kineti energy operator. The speed of light again appears

only in inverse powers whi h fa ilitates taking the non-relativisti limit.
Another possibility is to use the identity
(  p) V^ (  p) = pVb  p + i 



pVb  p



(1.47)

By dropping the spin-dependent term on the right hand side one obtains the spin-free form of the modied Dira equation. It allows s alar
relativisti al ulations within a 4- omponent framework, although the
uniqueness of the distin tion between s alar and spin-orbit relativisti
ee ts has been questioned [103℄.
1.2

The two-ele tron part

The extension from one-ele tron systems to fully intera ting manyele tron systems is more ompli ated in the relativisti domain than in
the non-relativisti one. From our dis ussion of Coulomb gauge in se tion
1.1.1 this an be understood sin e in the relativisti framework we have
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to add the ee ts of retardation and magneti intera tion to the nonrelativisti limit represented by the instantaneous Coulomb intera tion.
The ne essary orre tion terms an be obtained rigorously by invoking
the full ma hinery of QED where the intera tion is des ribed in terms
of the ex hange of virtual photons. We shall however restri t ourselves
to the semi lassi al limit, that is ontinuous ele tromagneti elds. To
rst order the ele tron-ele tron intera tion is then given by the CoulombBreit intera tion
g^(1; 2) = g^Coulomb + g^Breit
(1.48)
The zeroth order term is the Coulomb term
I I
g^Coulomb = e2 4 4 :

(1.49)

r12

We have inserted 4  4 times identity matri es I4 to remind the reader
that, although at rst sight the Coulomb term appears to be identi al
to the non-relativisti ele tron-ele tron intera tion, it's physi al ontent
is dierent. Upon redu tion to non-relativisti form [13, 4, 68, 45, 91℄
through a Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation one nds that the relativisti operator ontains for instan e spin-own orbit intera tion in addition
to the instantaneous Coulomb intera tion.
The rst order term is the Breit intera tion [9℄
g^Breit

e2 
( 1
=
2 2 r12


1
2 ) + r 2 ( 1  r12 ) ( 2  r12 ) :
12

(1.50)

We have written the Breit term in a slightly unusual form using expli itly the relativisti velo ity operator . In this manner one easily
re ognizes (1.48) as the quantum me hani al analogue of the lassi al expression (1.16). It is important to note that although the Breit term an
be derived as the low-frequen y limit of the full ele tron-ele tron intera tion as des ribed by QED, it an equally well [68℄ be derived from the
quantization of (1.16), whi h is essentially how it was derived by Breit.
In this hapter we will not go beyond the semi lassi al limit of QED, that
is we will not onsider quantization of the ele tromagneti eld sin e this
would open up a whole new level of omplexity. The Breit term an be
rewritten in the form
g^Breit = g^Gaunt + g^gauge
(1.51)
The rst term is the Gaunt term

(1.52)
g^Gaunt = e2 12 2
r
12
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whereas the se ond term

( 1  r1 ) ( 2  r2 ) r12
;
22
only on r12 and not on the wave

g^gauge = e2

(1.53)

where r1 and r2 a t
fun tion, disappears in Lorentz (Feynman) gauge. By omparison with (1.11) one
sees that the Coulomb and Gaunt terms represent harge- harge and
urrent- urrent intera tions, respe tively. One an furthermore show by
redu tion to the non-relativisti form that the Gaunt term arries all
spin-other orbit intera tion [79℄.
The experien e a umulated so far indi ates that the Breit term has
rather minor ee ts on the spe tros opi onstants of mole ular systems
[112, 101, 74℄ so that the Coulomb term is usually su ient. However,
it is needed to get spin-orbit splittings orre tly, in parti ular for light
systems. From a pra ti al point of view the Gaunt term is then preferred
sin e it involves the same two-ele tron integrals as the Coulomb term (at
least in a s alar basis) and provides the full spin-other orbit intera tion.
1.3

Se ond quantization

Creation and annihilation operators were rst introdu ed by Dira to
des ribe absorption and emission of photons [16℄, and the formalism was
later extended to fermions by Jordan and Wigner [49, 51℄. Although
originally on eived to des ribe pro esses in whi h the parti le number
is not onserved, the se ond quantization formalism [34, 50℄ is widely
used in mole ular ele troni -stru ture theory [43℄ that onsiders systems
with a xed parti le number. This is so be ause it allows the derivation
and expression of the methodology in an elegant manner, in parti ular
when ombined with exponential parametrization. In this se tion we will
onsider the se ond quantized form of the many-ele tron Hamiltonian at
the 4- omponent relativisti level.
The se ond-quantized Hamiltonian is obtained from the rst-quantized
form (1.1) upon the introdu tion of eld operators
(1) = 'p (r1 ) ap = 'ep (r1 ) aep :
(1.54)
In the above expression the eld operator has been expanded in two
dierent orbital sets f'pg and f'epg related by a unitary transformation whi h then denes two dierent sets of annihilation operators, fapg
and faepg, related by the inverse transformation. In QED parlan e the
orbital set obtained as the solution of the free-parti le Dira equation
orresponds to the free pi ture, whereas the one obtained with the
mole ular eld (1.17) leads to the Furry [36℄ or bound-state intera tion
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pi ture [93, 94℄. The general form of the se ond-quantized Hamiltonian
is
H^ =

Z

y(1)h^ (1) (1)d1 + 1
2

Z Z

y(1) y (2)^g (1; 2) (2) (1)d1 d2

(1.55)
where g^(1; 2) is the hosen form of the ele tron-ele tron intera tion. We
will for the moment limit attention to the Coulomb (1.49) and Gaunt
term (1.52). At the 4- omponent level the dire t produ t (2) (1)
leads to an expansion in terms of ve tor fun tions with sixteen omponents. From this one sees that the two-ele tron operator g^(1; 2) should
be onsidered a 16  16 matrix operator [68℄, so that the dot produ ts
appearing in the Coulomb and Gaunt terms should be repla ed by dire t
produ ts. Expanding the eld operators in a spe i orbital basis the
se ond-quantized Dira -Coulomb-(Gaunt) Hamiltonian is written as
1
H^ = hpq ayp aq + Lpq;rsaypayr as aq
4

(1.56)

in whi h appear one-ele tron integrals over the Dira operator in the
mole ular eld
Z

'y (r1 )h^ D;V (1)'(r1 )d1

(1.57)
and where we have introdu ed antisymmetrized two-ele tron integrals
Lpq;rs = (pq j rs) (ps j rq) = Lrs;pq = Lps;rq:
(1.58)
We write the two-ele tron integrals as
hpq =

(pq j rs) =

Z Z

r

r

pq ( 1 ) rs ( 2 )

r12

d1 d2

(1.59)

where we introdu e generalized overlap distributions (in luding harge)
y
(1.60)
pq (r) = 'p (r)S 'q (r); S = ie  = e ( i ; I4 ) :
The time-like part orresponds to standard overlap distributions and
ontributes to the Coulomb term, whereas the spa e part orresponds to
urrent distributions and ontributes to the Gaunt term.
2.

Variational pro edures

There has been onsiderable dis ussion as to the variational stability
of the Dira -Coulomb-(Gaunt) Hamiltonian. The dis ussion originated
from an argument put forward by Brown and Ravenhall [10℄. They
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onsidered the intera tion of two ele trons des ribed by this Hamiltonian. Consider for instan e the helium atom. In a perturbational approa h one an start with the non-intera ting system and thus a Slaterdeterminant onsisting of the 1s orbitals obtained as solutions of the
hydrogeni atom with Z = 2. This Slater determinant is, however,
degenerate with an in prin iple innite number of Slater determinants
ontaining one orbital from the positive ontinuum and one from the
negative ontinuum. When the ele tron-ele tron intera tion is turned
on, these determinants will mix in and lead to what has been alled a
ontinuum dissolution, meaning that no bound state is obtained. Brown
and Ravenhall suggested the use of proje tion operators to avoid the
mixing in of these ontinuum determinants, a proposal that has been
further explored by Su her and others (see [54℄ for a review). In this
se tion we will arefully onsider variational approa hes based on the
Dira -Coulomb-(Gaunt) Hamiltonian using the se ond quantization formalism introdu ed in the previous se tion. This will allow us to employ
an exponential parametrization of the wave fun tion in terms of orbital
rotations and furthermore make the onne tion to QED where a true
minimization prin iple is assumed to exist.
2.1

The standard approa h

In the se ond quantization formalism [43℄ Slater determinants are repla ed by o upation-number ve tors in Fo k spa e as the fundamental
entity. The antisymmetry of the wave fun tion under parti le ex hange
follows from the anti ommutation properties of the reation- and annihilation operators
h
i
[ap ; aq ℄+ = ayp ; ayq + = 0;

h

i

ayp ; aq + = Æpq

(1.61)

Starting with a given set of orthonormal orbitals f'pg the Fo k spa e
equivalent of a Slater determinant is generated by a ting with the orresponding reation operators on the va uum state j0i

ji = ay1 ay2 : : : ayN j0i
(1.62)
where the va uum state itself is dened by the relation
ai j0i = 0; 8ai :
(1.63)
The o upation-number ve tor ji is an eigenfun tion of the number
operator

D R A F T
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with eigenvalue N orresponding to the number of o upied orbitals. The
Fo k spa e formalism goes beyond expansions in Slater determinants by
allowing the oupling of ve tors with dierent o upation numbers.
The variational ansatz at the Hartree-Fo k level of theory is
E
e = exp [ b℄ ji
(1.65)
where exp [ b℄ is an orbital rotation operator whi h is the negative exponential of the single repla ement operator
b = pq aypaq ; pq = qp :
(1.66)
It is readily shown that b ommutes with the number operator (1.64)
whi h implies that the orbital rotation operator onserves parti le number. The antihermiti ity of the matrix ontaining the single repla ement
amplitudes fpq g guarantees the unitarity of the orbital rotation operator. Using (1.62) we an therefore rewrite the HF wavefun tion as
E
(1.67)
e = aey1 aey2 : : : aeyN j0i
in whi h appear transformed reation operators
aeyp = exp [ b℄ ayp exp [b℄ = ayq Uqp; U = exp [ ℄ :
(1.68)
To derive (1.67) we have used the result
exp [ b℄ j0i = j0i
(1.69)
whi h follows from the fa t that annihilation operators appear on the
right in the rst and higher order terms of the exponential expansion of
the orbital rotation operator.
The orbital set orresponding to the transformed reation operators
(1.68) is given by

'ep = 'q Uqp
(1.70)
and demonstrates that the orbital rotation operator provides a means of
parameterizing the wave fun tion in su h a manner that orthonormality
of the orbitals is assured without the need to introdu e Lagrange multipliers. The orbital rotation operator furthermore allows the use of unonstrained optimization te hniques by hoosing a linearly independent
set of elements of the  matrix as variational parameters. Due to the
antihermiti ity of the  matrix this is straightforwardly a omplished by
hoosing e.g. the upper triangle and the (imaginary) diagonal elements.
The b operator an then be written as
i
Xh
(1.71)
pq aypaq pq ayq ap :
b =
p<q
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Classes of variational parameters in the standard 4- omponent approa h
ompared to QED.

Table 1.1.

Generi
A
B
C

ia
ij
ab

Standard
+
++
ia ; ia
++
ij
++
ab ; +
ab ; ab

QED
+
++
ia ; ia
++
+
ij ; ij ; ij
++
ab

We have dis arded the diagonal elements sin e they only introdu e a omplex phase in the wave fun tion and do not hange the energy. Other
redundant parameters should also be eliminated from the set of variational parameters. Within the hosen parametrization this is an easy
task, as will be seen shortly. For this purpose it is onvenient to introdu e lasses of orbitals and thereby the elements of the  matrix. We
shall use indi es i, j , k and l to identify o upied orbitals. We furthermore employ indi es a, b, and d for virtual orbitals and p, q, r and s as
general indi es. When needed we shall use supers ripts + and to distinguish positive- and negative-energy orbitals. This of ourse assumes
that the a tual potential allows this distin tion. We an then identify
three lasses of variational parameters as given in table 1.1 (the olumn
marked QED should be ignored for the moment). It should be noted
that the dire t use of the elements of the U matrix (1.68) as variational
parameters is less advantageous sin e they are related in a non-linear
manner by the unitary ondition U yU = I . It is furthermore di ult to
identify redundant parameters in this alternative parametrization.
We now gather the hosen, generally omplex variational parameters
in the ve tor


K = 
(1.72)
and onsider a Taylor expansion of the energy in terms of these. Let
K = 0 orrespond to the urrent expansion point, that is the referen e
determinant (1.62) and the orresponding orbital set. We then have
E (K) = E [0℄ + KyE[1℄ +

1 y [2℄
K E K + O ( 3 ):
2

(1.73)
The various terms of the Taylor expansion an be easily found by omparing with a Baker-Campbell-Hausdor (BCH) expansion of the energy
expe tation value
D

E

E = e H^ e

=
=

D R A F T

D

E

 exp [b℄ H^ exp [ b℄ 

1
 H^  +  b; H^  +  b; b; H^
2

D

E

D

h

i

E
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The zeroth order term is the expe tation value of the energy with
respe t to the urrent Slater determinant
E [0℄ = hii +

1
2

pq ['i ℄ = Lpqii

ii ['j ℄ ;

(1.75)

where we have introdu ed the mean-eld potential ['i ℄ involving summation over the orbital set f'ig. It will turn out to be useful to also
onsider the expli it form of the energy expression in the algebrai approximation. Consider the expansion of the urrent orbital set in some
set of suitable basis fun tions (to be dis ussed in se tion 3.1) 'p =  p
where Greek indi es are used for the AO-basis. The energy (1.75) an
then be re-expressed as
1
E = D h + D L D ; D =
2
in whi h appears the AO-density matrix D.



(1.76)

i i

The rst-order term an be expressed as

KyE[1℄

=
=

Xn

p<q

D

h

i

E

D

h

i

Eo

pq  ayq ap ; H^  + pq  ayp aq ; H^ 




Fip pi ip Fpi + : :

(1.77)

in whi h appears the Fo k matrix
Fpq = hpq +

pq ['i ℄ = hpq

+ Lpq D :

(1.78)

From (1.77) one an easily see that derivatives of the energy at the urrent expansion point (K = 0) with respe t to parameter lasses B and C
(see table 1.1) are identi ally zero. Sin e this will hold for any expansion
point the two parameter lasses an be eliminated as redundant. The
only non-redundant parameters are rotations between o upied (+) and
virtual () orbitals, that is parameter lass A, and the b an a ordingly
be written in terms of non-redundant parameters as
b = ia aya ai ai ayi aa

(1.79)
Note that in order to ensure unitarity of the orbital
rotation
operator
o
n
y
b
the  operator ontains
de-ex
itation operators ai aa in addition to
o
n
y
ex itation operators aa ai . This an be ontrasted with the exponential operator in a oupled- luster expansion whi h is entirely based on
D R A F T
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ex itation operators. In terms of non-redundant parameters the gradient
ve tor an be written as

E[1℄ =



g
g



; gai =

D
E
=

ai K =0

h

i

E

ayi aa ; H^  = Fai (1.80)

The urrent expansion point orresponds to a stationary value of the
energy when all the elements of the gradient ve tor are zero. From the
above expression we an see that this orresponds to the o upied-virtual
blo ks of the Fo k matrix being zero. This an be a omplished by diagonalization of the Fo k matrix (until onvergen e of the SCF pro edure)
and then leads to the anoni al Hartree-Fo k orbitals with asso iated orbital energies fpg. Alternatively one an pro eed by se ond-order methods su h as Newton-Raphson. These are generally more expensive sin e
they involve al ulation of the Hessian matrix E [2℄; but are also more
robust. The se ond-order methods lead to a set of orthonormal orbitals
not ne essarily equal to, but related through a unitary transformation,
to the anoni al HF orbitals.
To hara terize the stationary points we must onsider the eigenvalues
of the Hessian matrix. It has been dened in su h a manner that it is
Hermitian and diagonal dominant. It has the stru ture


Aai;bj = Æij Fab Æab Fij Labij
A
B
[2℄
E = B  A ;
(1.81)
Bai;bj = Laj;bi
Consider rst a non-intera ting system, i.e. g^(i; j ) = 0. Then all twoele tron terms disappear. In anoni al orbitals the Hessian furthermore
be omes diagonal with diagonal elements
n
o
8
++
>
>
0
for

>
ia
<
(1.82)
Aai;ai = a i >
n
o (no summation !)
>
+
: < 0 for
ia
One sees
n that
o the stationary point is a minimum with respe t to rota++
tions ia between o upied (+) and positive-energy
virtual orbitals,
n
o
but a maximum with respe t to rotations +ia between o upied and
(virtual) negative-energy orbitals.
For an intera ting system the diagonal elements of the Hessian orrespond to energy dieren es between singly ex ited determinants i!a
and the referen e determinant
Aai;ai = E (i!a ) E () = a i Laa;ii (no summation !) (1.83)
D R A F T
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Sin e the ex ited determinant is al ulated in the orbitals optimized for
the referen e determinant the diagonal elements of the Hessian onstitute
a rather poor approximation to ex itation energies that goes under the
name of the single-transition approximation [21℄. A better approximation of the energies needed to rea h the manifold of singly ex ited states
with respe t to the ground state is obtained at the RPA (random-phase
approximation) level ( oupled Hartree-Fo k) where the single ex itation
energies from a losed-shell ground state are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. In view of this, it is learly reasonable to laim that the
minimax prin iple (1.82) applies to intera ting systems as well.
The minimax prin iple for non-intera ting systems is not identi al
to the minimax prin iple for the Dira equation proposed by Talman
[97℄ whi h states that the expe tation value of the Dira operator is
a minimum with respe t to variations in the large omponents and a
maximum with respe t to variations in the small omponents
2
4max
E = min
L
S

D

h^ D

h j i

E3
5

(1.84)

This minimax prin iple has been justly riti ized by Kutzelnigg [56℄. The
problem is that the oupling between the large and the small omponents
of the Dira spinor means that some variations of the large omponent
may lead to energies below the exa t energy. We shall dis uss this further
in se tion 3.1, but one should note that the minimax prin iple (1.82) is
sus eptible to the same problem unless the hosen basis set expansion
allows the proper oupling of large and small omponents. There is a signi ant dieren e, though. The Talman minimax prin iple operationally
implies the separate variation of the large and small omponents. However, due to their oupling variations must be done in a on erted manner
and this is a hieved by the minimax dened in (1.82).
2.2

Towards QED

The standard approa h to 4- omponent relativisti mole ular al ulations is not quantum ele trodynami s and does not even onstitute its
semi lassi al limit, that is the level of theory in whi h the ele tromagneti eld is not quantized. In this se tion we shall explore a variational
des ription of the proper semi lassi al limit of QED. This se tion is very
mu h inspired by two rarely ited papers by Chaix and Ira ane [12℄ on
the transition from quantum ele trodynami s to mean-eld theory, but
whereas these authors employ the elements of the U matrix (1.68) as
variational parameters, leading to what they all the Bogoliubov-Dira D R A F T
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Fo k formalism, we shall employ the more advantageous parametrization
in terms of elements of the  matrix.
In the previous se tion we have seen that the standard approa h to
4- omponent relativisti mole ular al ulations leads to a minimax priniple at the Hartree-Fo k level. This means that the bound ele troni
states at this level of theory are ex ited states and may therefore deay through an innite su ession of transition through various states of
the negative-energy ontinuum, thereby ausing a radiative atastrophe
[40℄. To avoid this di ulty Dira postulated that the negative-energy
orbitals are all o upied so that transitions into the negative-energy ontinuum, the Dira sea, is forbidden by the Pauli ex lusion prin iple.
On the other hand, the ex itation of an ele tron from the Dira sea to a
positive-energy orbital, requiring an energy on the order of 2m 2 , leaves
a hole with opposite harge that in time was identied as the positron.
The rst step towards proper QED is to introdu e a parti le-hole formalism. The eld operators (1.54) are rewritten as
= '+p bp + 'p dyp
(1.85)
in whi h appears ele tron annihilation operators bp asso iated with the
positive-energy orbitals '+p and positron reation operators dyp des ribing
the reation of positrons whose orbitals are obtained by harge onjugating the asso iated negative-energy orbitals 'p . This distin tion leads to
a more involved expression for the se ond quantized form of the Hamiltonian
y
+ y y
+
y
H^ = h++
(1.86)
pq bp bq + hpq bp dq + hpq dp bq + hpq dp dq
1
1
bypbyr bs bq + L+pqrs++byp byr bs dyq
+ L++++
pqrs
4
4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

D R A F T

1 +++ y y y
1
L
bpbr ds bq + L+pqrs+ byp byr dys dyq
pqrs
4
4
1 + +y
1 ++ + y
L
bdbb + L
b d b dy
4 pqrs p r s q 4 pqrs p r s q
1 ++ y y
1
L
bpdr ds bq + L+pqrs bypdr dys dyq
pqrs
4
4
1 +++ y
1
L
d b b b + L ++d by b dy
4 pqrs p r s q 4 pqrs p r s q
1
1 ++
L
dp byr dys bq + Lpqrs+ dp byr dys dyq
pqrs
4
4
1 + +
1
L
dp dr bs bq + Lpqrs + dp dr bs dyq
pqrs
4
4
1
1 +
y
L
dp dr ds bq + Lpqrs dp dr dys dyq
pqrs
4
4
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By inspe tion one immediately sees that the QED Hamiltonian ouples
o upation-number ve tors with dierent parti le number. However, we
will demonstrate later that harge is onserved.
As in the previous se tion we onsider the des ription of bound ele troni states in terms of a single Slater determinant or, equivalently, in
terms of a single o upation-number ve tor in Fo k spa e
ji = by1by2 : : : byn j0i :
(1.87)
The va uum state j0i is in this formalism dened by
(bp j0i = 0; 8bp) and (dp j0i = 0; 8dp ) :
(1.88)
In analogy with (1.65) we now onsider the following variational ansatz
E
e = exp [ b℄ ji
(1.89)
The b operator appearing in the orbital rotation operator now has the
form
+ y y
+
y
(1.90)
b = ++
pq bp bq + pq bp dq + pq dp bq + pq dp dq
|

{z }
b
++

|

{z
b
+

}

|

{z }
b
 +

|

{z
b


}

We may next introdu e number operators N^ e and N^ p for ele trons and
positrons, respe tively
N^ e = bypbp ; N^ p = dyp dp :
(1.91)
One nds that the ^ operator ommutes with neither number operator
h
i
h
i
^ ; N^ e = ^ ; N^ p = ^ + ^+ ;
(1.92)
but with the linear ombination


Q^ = e N^ p N^ e
(1.93)
whi h an be identied as the harge operator. From this we an on lude
that the orbital rotation operator of QED onserves harge but not the
parti le number. The harge operator furthermore ommutes with the
QED Hamiltonian (1.86), thus demonstrating that the latter onserves
harge as well.
Using the unitarity of the orbital rotation operator we may now rewrite
the HF ansatz as
E
E
e = eby1eby2 : : : ebyn e0
(1.94)
where appear the transformed reation operators
e
byp = exp [ b℄ byp exp [b ℄ = byq Uqp ; U = exp [ ℄ :
(1.95)
D R A F T
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Note that due to harge onservation we an identify the transformed
reation operators with dressed ele trons. Equation (1.94) ontains not
only dressed ele trons, but also a dressed va uum
E
e
0

n

= exp [ b℄ j0i = 1 pq dp dq

o

pp + O(2 ) j0i 6= j0i : (1.96)

This relation may be ompared with (1.69) and shows the ee t of va h is not present in the standard approa h des ribed
in the previous se tion.
If we evaluate the expe tation value of the Hamiltonian (1.86) with respe t to the referen e determinant (1.87) we obtain the expression (1.75),
but with all the negative-energy orbitals in luded amongst the o upied
orbitals, thus leading to an innite negative energy. In order to avoid
working with innite energies renormalization pro edures are introdu ed
in QED. In the present ase the innite negative energy is avoided by
writing the Hamiltonian on reordered form, that is all reation operators
are shifted to the left and all annihilation operators are shifted to the
right as if they anti ommuted. Using the notation of Chaix and Ira ane
[12℄ we write the reordered QED Hamiltonian as
uum polarization whi

H^ =
+

Z

1
2

N

h

Z Z

y (1)h^ (1) (1)d1

N

h

i

(1.97)
i

y(1) y (2)^g (1; 2) (2) (1) d1 d2

In the orbital set whi h diagonalizes h^ , the one-ele tron part, an be
written as
y
+ y y
+
^h = h++
pq bp bq + hpq bp dq + hpq dp bq


= +p bypbp + p dyp dp

hpq dyq dp

(1.98)
One may observe that on this reordered form ele trons and positrons
both appear with positive energies, but with opposite harges.
To relate the original Hamiltonian (1.86) to the reordered form (1.97)
one may employ Wi k's theorem [114, 35℄. For the one-ele tron part this
gives
h
i
D
E
N y(1) (2) = y(1) (2) 0(ref) y(1) (2) 0(ref )
(1.99)
whi h shows that normal ordering of a one-ele tron operator orresponds
to the subtra tion of its va uum expe tation value. We have inserted a
supers ript (ref) on the va uum to remind the reader that the denition
of the va uum and thus the reordering depends on the hoi e of orbital set
D R A F T
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in whi h the eld operators are expanded. As referen e va uum the bare
va uum is employed, orresponding to the orbital sets generated from
the solution of the free-parti le Dira equation (1.7). Normal ordering of
the two-ele tron part gives
h
i
N y(1) y (2) (3) (4) = y (1) y (2) (3) (4)
(1.100)
N
N
+ N

h

h
h
h

i

y(1) (4) y (2) (3)
i
y(2) (3) y (1) (4)
i
y(1) (3) y (2) (4)
i

y(2) (4) y (1) (3)
D
E
0(ref) y(1) y (2) (3) (4) 0(ref )

+ N

whi h does not orrespond to simple subtra tion of the va uum expe tation value, even though one readily sees that the bare va uum expe tation
value of the reordered Hamiltonian (1.97) is zero.
We have already seen that the parti le-hole formalism leads to a rather
ompli ated expression for the Hamiltonian (1.86). With the introdu tion of reordering more omplexity is added and manipulations involving
the reordered Hamiltonian be ome extremely tedious. In order to simplify the ensuing manipulations it is therefore advantageous to go ba k
to the form of the eld operators (1.54) introdu ed in the previous se tion and instead expli itly dene the bare va uum as lled with all the
negative-energy solutions of the free-parti le Dira equation
E
0(ref ) = ay[ 1℄ ay[ 2℄ : : : ay[ 1℄ jemptyi :
(1.101)
The empty state jemptyi orresponds to the va uum (1.63) of the standard approa h to 4- omponent relativisti mole ular theory. In the above
expression as in the following we use square bra kets (e.g. h[pq℄) around
indi es referring to the negative-energy solutions of the free-parti le Dira
equation. We an now write the reordered QED Hamiltonian as
h
n
io
1
1
H^ = hpq pq '[i℄ ayp aq + Lpqrsayp ayr as aq h[ii℄ + L[iijj ℄ (1.102)
4
2
What we loose by this approa h is the physi al pi ture of ele tronpositron pair reation that was provided by the parti le-hole formalism.
Using this reordered Hamiltonian we an now easily nd the terms
appearing in the Taylor expansion (1.73). The energy at the urrent
expansion point is given by
h
i
1
[0℄
'
(1.103)
= h++
+
h
h
+
EQED
ii
ii
[ii℄
2 [ii℄ [j ℄
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h
i
h
i
1
1 ++ h + i 1 ++ h i 1
'j + ii 'j + ii '+j + ii 'j
ii
2
2
2
2
h
h
h
i
i
i
1 ++ h i 1
1
1
+
'
'
'
'
[j ℄
[j ℄
2 ii
2 ii
2 [ii℄ j
2 [ii℄ j

This rather formidable expression be omes quite a lot more intelligible
when expressed in AO-basis
[0℄ = D QED h + 1 D QED L
DQED
(1.104)
EQED


2   
in whi h appears the AO-density matrix of QED
QED
pol
pol
D
= D + D
; D
=

( )
X
i


i i



[i℄ [i℄



:

(1.105)

Comparing with (1.76) one sees that the standard AO-density matrix
D has been repla ed by the QED ounterpart DQED obtained by the
addition of the va uum polarization density Dpol whi h ree ts how the
va uum density is modied with respe t to the referen e va uum upon
the introdu tion of the a tual potential.
The gradient ve tor in semi lassi al QED is given by a formula identi al to (1.80), ex ept that the Fo k matrix of the standard approa h
is to be repla ed by its QED ounterpart F QED whi h is obtained by
the substitution D ! DQED in (1.78). On e again we nd that the
non-redundant orbital rotations are given by the parameter lass A of
table 1.1. However, the reader should arefully note that the distribution of the elements of the -matrix on the three parameter lasses
hanges when going from the standard approa h to QED, ree ting that
the negative-energy orbitals are now lled and not empty.
The Hessian in semi lassi al QED has the same form as in (1.81), but
with the substitution F ! F QED. For a non-intera ting system the
Hessian be omes diagonal like in the standard approa h (1.82)
Aai;ai = a i > 0; 8ia
(1.106)
Following the same line of argument as in se tion 2.1 we may on lude
that the Hessian of the intera ting systems has all eigenvalues positive
as well. We have thereby shown that the ele troni ground state of
semi lassi al QED is hara terized by a minimization prin iple at the
Hartree-Fo k level of theory.
2.3

Dis ussion

In the previous two subse tions we have developed variational theory at the losed-shell Hartree-Fo k level a ording to the standard 4omponent approa h and QED in the semi lassi al limit. In this se tion
D R A F T
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we will summarize and dis uss our ndings. This will allow us to return
to and study in more detail the argument of Brown and Ravenhall. It
furthermore allows us to onsider the extension to the orrelated level of
theory in the next subse tion.
In QED the negative-energy orbitals are lled, in a ordan e with
Dira 's proposal. This allows, at su iently large energies, to reate
ele tron-positron pairs out of the va uum. Su h pro esses do not onserve parti le number, but do onserve harge. The energies of intera tion in hemistry are generally too low for real pair reation pro esses, but
the Dira sea manifests itself through the phenomenon of va uum polarization. As we have seen, at the losed-shell Hartree-Fo k level the QED
ele troni ground state orresponds to a true minimum of the energy and
this allows for instan e the relativisti extension of the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem of DFT [75℄. In ontrast, the ele troni ground state in the
standard approa h is hara terized by a minimax prin iple. The va uum
is then empty, and the negative-energy orbitals are a ordingly treated
as an orthogonal omplement to the ele troni orbitals. However, and
this is a ru ial point, retaining the additional degrees of freedom provided by this orthogonal omplement (the positroni degrees of freedom)
allows the omplete relaxation of the ele troni ground state.
With the notation and ma hinery introdu ed in the two previous subse tions we may now revisit the argument of Brown and Ravenhall. We
onsider a system of two non-intera ting ele trons and in the standard
approa h (std) write the ground state as
(1.107)
j0i = ayi aiy j0istd
orresponding to the Slater determinant of the degenerate Kramers partners 'i and 'i . The ground state energy is E0(0) = i + i = 2i. We then
turn on the two-ele tron intera tion. By standard Rayleigh-S hrödinger
perturbation theory the rst order amplitudes of the perturbed wave
fun tion are
h jg^(1; 2)j 0i :
(1.108)
a = n
n

E0(0)

En(0)

One an now straightforwardly onstru t doubly-ex ited determinants
E

jni = ii!!ba+ = aya ayb j0istd

(1.109)

with one orbital '+a from the positive ontinuum and one orbital 'b from
the negative ontinuum su h that the energy En(0) = +a + b be omes
identi al with E0(0) and perturbation theory breaks down. The solution
D R A F T
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proposed by Brown and Ravenhall was to embed the Hamiltonian in
proje tion operators + onto positive energy orbitals
H^ ! + H^ + :
(1.110)
This orresponds to retaining only the purely ele troni terms of the
QED Hamiltonian (1.86)
H^ no

1 ++++ y y
y
= h++
pq bp bq + 4 Lpqrs bp br bs bq :

(1.111)
Pair reation and annihilation is thereby ex luded and this approximation has therefore been referred to as the no-pair approximation. However, the no-pair Hamiltonian is not unique sin e the distin tion between
ele troni and positroni reation and annihilation operators depends on
the orbital set in whi h the eld operators are expanded. One possible
hoi e is the solutions of the free-parti le Dira equation (1.7), giving the
free pi ture. Another hoi e is the solutions of the Dira equation in the
mole ular eld (1.17) leading to the Furry pi ture. A third possibility is
to ontinuously update the proje tion operators through SCF iterations
so that they at onvergen e orrespond to the solutions of the ombined
mole ular and mean-eld potentials of the Hartree-Fo k equations. We
shall see that this hoi e, the fuzzy pi ture, as proposed by Mittleman
[67℄, orresponds to the standard 4- omponent approa h.
Let us, however, rst onsider the two-ele tron system dis ussed by
Brown and Ravenhall as des ribed by QED. We write the referen e determinant as
(1.112)
j0iQED = byi biy j0iQED
where the va uum is dened by (1.88) and thereby the omplete orbital
set of the non-intera ting system. Using (1.102) we nd the QED ground
state energy to be
pair

(0)
+
EQED
;0 = 2i +

( )
X
j

j



h[jj ℄ :

(1.113)

Let us next onsider the QED analogues of the troublesome doubly exited determinants (1.109). From the reinterpretation of the eld operators (1.85) and the denition of the va uum (1.88) we immediately
obtain
jniQED = byadb j0iQED = 0 (!);
(1.114)
showing that these determinants simply do not o ur sin e all the negativeenergy orbitals are already o upied. One may attempt the alternative
form
(1.115)
jni0QED = bya dyb j0iQED
D R A F T
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orresponding to the reation of a true ele tron-positron pair out of the
va uum. However, this determinant orresponds to a dierent harge
(zero and not 2) and does therefore not intera t with the two-ele tron
referen e determinant sin e the QED Hamiltonian onserves harge. Su h
determinants are thus ex luded on physi al grounds. We an therefore
on lude that at the QED level the Brown-Ravenhall disease is easily
ured; the referen e determinant (1.112) mixes only with purely ele troni determinants for xed parti le number N . The two-ele tron part of
the QED Hamiltonian (1.86) allows oupling of the referen e o upationnumber ve tor to ve tors to whi h are added one or two ele tron-positron
pairs. These an again ouple to ve tors with more pairs at higher order
in perturbation theory. It is perhaps easier to analyze these intera ting
o upation-number ve tors by going from the parti le-hole formalism
to the original form of the eld operators (1.54) and instead ll up all
the negative-energy orbitals of the intera ting system. The o upationnumber ve tor of the parti le-hole formalism ontaining one and two
ele tron-positron pair(s) then orrespond to determinants
E

jk !a+ i and kl !!ba++ ;
(1.116)
respe tively. The rst lass of determinants ontain the ex itation of an
ele tron from the negative-energy orbital k to the virtual positive-energy
orbital a. Using the form (1.102) of the reordered QED Hamiltonian
with all two-ele tron terms deleted we nd that the unperturbed energy
of the determinant jni = jk !a+ i is
(0)
+
+
EQED
;n = 2i + a k +

( )
X
j

j

h[jj ℄



(1.117)

Using the full Hamiltonian we an determine the transition moment, that
is the numerator of (1.108), and thus obtain the following expression for
the rst-order amplitude of the perturbed wave fun tion
Lka+[ii℄
(no summation !)
(1.118)
an =
 +
k

a

The denominator is learly of order O( 2 ). The numerator Lka+[ii℄ =
(kajii) (kijia) ontains two-ele tron integrals in whi h the integration
over one ele tron ontains the overlap of one positive-energy and one
negative-energy orbital. To determine the order of this ontribution let
us re all from the dis ussion in se tion 1.1.1 that for positive-energy
solutions the large omponent is in an averaged sense a fa tor larger
D R A F T
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than the small omponent, and that for negative-energy solution this role
is reversed. We an then on lude that the numerator is on the order of
O( 1 ) and thus the amplitude (1.118) is of order O( 3 ). By similar
arguments we nd
E that the amplitude of doubly-ex ited determinants
jni = kl !!ba++ is
an =

+ +
Lkalb

k + l

+a +b

(1.119)

and is of order O( 4 ). It is important to note that the determinants of
(1.116) ontain ex itations from o upied negative-energy orbitals to virtual positive-energy orbitals. They are therefore absent in the standard
approa h sin e in this approa h the va uum is empty and the negativeenergy orbitals only serve as an orthogonal omplement. The presen e
of the determinants (1.116) onstitute a pure QED ee t and our order
analysis shows the minuteness of their ontribution.
We have seen that the standard approa h diers from QED in the
semi lassi al limit only by the absen e of va uum polarization. This is a
rather minute ee t, giving rise to the Uehling ee t, whi h is a minor
ontribution to the Lamb shift [77℄, and it would therefore be surprising if
the elimination of va uum polarization should lead to a omplete breakdown of the theory. In subse tion 2.1 we have seen that the ele troni
ground state in the standard approa h an be found by the minimax
prin iple (1.83). However, in pra ti e the solutions are found by ve tor
sele tion, that is in ea h iteration of the SCF y le ve tors for the next
iteration are not sele ted a ording to an aufbau prin iple, rather one
sele ts the lower ele troni orbitals that are generally easily identied
through the energy gap down to the negative-energy orbitals. This proedure orresponds pre isely to the use of a no-pair Hamiltonian (1.111)
with ontinuously updated proje tion operators as proposed by Mittleman. Another way of seeing this pro edure is to note that the formulas
of the standard approa h an be re overed from QED by hoosing the
referen e va uum as the va uum dened by the self- onsistent meaneld potential. The va uum polarization density Dpol (1.105) then goes
to zero. Having identied the ele troni Hamiltonian of the standard
4- omponent approa h with the no-pair Hamiltonian in the fuzzy pi ture, we an see that the Brown-Ravenhall disease is ured, sin e the
doubly ex ited determinants (1.109) leading to ontinuum dissolution
are proje ted out.
The no-pair Hamiltonian (1.111) depends on the orbital set in whi h
the eld operators (1.85) are expanded and thus on the potential generating this orbital. This non-uniqueness of the no-pair Hamiltonian
D R A F T
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is an important point that seems to es ape a number of authors. In
parti ular when deriving various approximate 1- or 2- omponent relativisti Hamiltonians a number of authors embed the Dira -Coulomb(Gaunt/Breit) Hamiltonian in proje tion operators (1.110) without spe ifying the referen e orbitals. In an otherwise ex ellent paper by M. Barysz
and A.J.Sadlej [5℄ one reads: [: : :℄ one should mention that the methods
of relativisti quantum hemistry, whi h are based dire tly on 4-spinors
[: : :℄, also negle t the positroni (negative energy) solutions. This is
generally known as the no-pair approximation [: : :℄ and makes the exa t
ele troni 2-spinor solutions fully equivalent to four- omponent ele troni
solutions. Hen e, as long as our knowledge of the pure ele troni spe trum of the Dira equation is su ient, the 4-spinor formalism be omes
obsolete. What the authors miss is the fa t that the 4- omponent methods update the proje tion operators of the no-pair Hamiltonian until selfonsisten y and therefore a hieve a omplete relaxation of orbitals to the
a tual potential. The approximate 1- and 2- omponent methods freeze
the proje tion operators before performing an approximate de oupling
of the ele troni and positroni degrees of freedom. This may lead to
ex ellent approximations that allow relativisti al ulations at redu ed
omputational ost, but it is in orre t to state they provide omplete
equivalen e with the 4- omponent methods.
Just how good these approximations with xed proje tion operators
are an be easily investigated at the 4- omponent level in the algebrai
approximation. It su es to generate the orbital set orresponding to the
referen e potential dening the proje tion operator and then delete the
negative energy ve tors from the ensuing al ulation in the a tual potential. In table 1.2 this pro edure is illustrated by 4- omponent relativisti
Hartree-Fo k al ulations on the radon atom. It an be seen that the
use of proje tion operators dened by the free-parti le Dira equation,
the free pi ture, gives rather large deviations, in parti ular in the ore
region, ompared to the standard approa h, the fuzzy pi ture, based
on fully relaxed proje tion operators. On the other hand, the use of proje tion operators dened by the mole ular eld (1.17), the Furry pi ture,
ompare fairly well with the standard approa h. For referen e we have
also in luded the results of a 1- omponent (s alar) se ond-order DouglasKroll al ulation in the same basis. Apart from the la k of spin-orbit
intera tion one an see that the result is rather lose to the Furry pi ture, whi h an be onsidered as innite-order Douglas-Kroll. An at rst
sight surprising result is obtained by proje ting the standard or fuzzy
o upied orbitals onto the negative-energy free parti le solutions in the
same basis. On then nds that the negative-energy free parti le solutions
ontribute only 0.0053 to the total density of 86 ele trons! However, alD R A F T
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The ee t of embedding the Dira -Coulomb Hamiltonian by proje tion
operators onto positive energy orbitals as illustrated by a Hartree-Fo k al ulation
on the radon atom. The al ulations were arried out using a point nu leus and
an un ontra ted 32s32p17d11f family Gaussian large omponent basis. The small
omponent basis was generated by restri ted kineti balan e. For omparison we
have in luded the results of a s alar se ond-order Douglas-Kroll al ulation (DK2) in
the same basis.
Table 1.2.

E(total)
1s1=2
2s1=2
2p1=2
2p3=2
3s1=2
3p1=2
3p3=2
3d3=2
3d5=2
4s1=2
4p1=2
4p3=2
4d3=2
4d5=2
4f5=2
4f7=2
5s1=2
5p1=2
5p3=2
5d3=2
5d5=2
6s1=2
6p1=2
6p3=2

Fuzzy
-23610.98632
-3644.74282
-669.37883
-642.35771
-541.08440
-166.96715
-154.90291
-131.72668
-112.56321
-107.75599
-41.34840
-36.02132
-30.11915
-21.54718
-20.43800
-9.19411
-8.92842
-8.41670
-6.40907
-5.17528
-2.18932
-2.01625
-1.07263
-0.54033
-0.38390

Furry
-23611.01630
-3644.75635
-669.38209
-642.36308
-541.08776
-166.96783
-154.90395
-131.72734
-112.56374
-107.75642
-41.34854
-36.02153
-30.11927
-21.54726
-20.43805
-9.19409
-8.92840
-8.41671
-6.40910
-5.17529
-2.18932
-2.01625
-1.07263
-0.54033
-0.38390

Free
-24153.25409
-3859.56081
-694.44791
-650.93434
-540.98657
-172.50957
-156.89683
-131.61723
-112.25150
-107.45065
-42.76820
-36.50780
-30.06259
-21.44792
-20.34020
-9.11432
-8.85031
-8.72474
-6.49582
-5.14742
-2.15957
-1.98766
-1.12104
-0.54932
-0.37708

DK2
-23533.64569
-3626.81594
-667.27997
-570.13212
idem
-166.54445
-138.48586
idem
-109.69442
idem
-41.25251
-31.85484
idem
-20.89499
idem
-9.06496
idem
-8.39894
-5.54050
idem
-2.09081
idem
-1.06787
-0.42777
idem

beit minute, one should keep in mind that the negative-energy orbitals
ontribute very large energies and this explains the large deviations of
the free pi ture result from the standard approa h.
2.4

The

orrelated level

Let us now onsider the extension to the orrelated level. The most
general variational parametrization is provided by the MCSCF ansatz
MCSCF
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in whi h the orbital rotation parameters fpq g are supplemented by the
oe ients f ig of the CI expansion in Slater-determinants fjiig. At
the Hartree-Fo k level the orbital rotation parameters provide relaxation
of orbitals. At the orrelated level orbital relaxation, in addition to orrelation, is also provided by the CI expansion oe ients. In fa t, in
the non-relativisti domain the orbital rotation parameters be ome redundant in the limit of a omplete CI-expansion within the given orbital
basis, showing that in this domain the exa t solution within a given
1-parti le basis is provided by full CI.
At the 4- omponent relativisti level the hoi e of CI-expansion beomes more di ult sin e one employs a no-pair Hamiltonian with proje tion operators that in prin iple should be allowed to relax ompletely
to the a tual potential of the system. At the MCSCF level the relaxation
is provided by the orbital rotation parameters that an be employed in
onjun tion with an expansion in purely ele troni determinants, that
is ontaining only positive-energy orbitals. In CI and CC methods the
orbital basis is frozen, and the onventional approa h is to employ the nopair Hamiltonian (1.111) dened by Hartree-Fo k orbitals. This means
that determinantal expansions are restri ted to purely ele troni determinants generated from this orbital set. Complete relaxation of the proje tion operators is therefore not possible, although the proje tion operators
dened by the Hartree-Fo k orbitals an be expe ted to onstitute a very
good approximation. In the limit of full CI the orbital parameters ++
ia
des ribing rotations between o upied and virtual positive energy orbitals be ome redundant, but the parameters +ia , des ribing rotations
between o upied positive energy orbitals and virtual negative energy
orbitals are not a ounted for by the CI-expansion. This tells us that at
the 4- omponent relativisti level the exa t solution in a given 1-parti le
basis is not provided by full CI, but by MCSCF.
Bunge et al. [11℄ has advo ated 4- omponent relativisti CI using in
addition to purely ele troni determinants also mixed determinants, that
is Slater determinants ontaining both positive- and negative-energy orbitals. A sub lass of these determinants are pre isely the doubly ex ited
determinants that appear in the argument of Brown and Ravenhall analyzed in the previous se tion. It is our rm onvi tion that the methods
advo ated by Bunge et al. are plain wrong and our argument against the
use of these methods runs as follows: Consider CI at the QED level of
theory, or rather in the semi lassi al limit that was analyzed in se tion
2.2. The CI ansatz is
CI
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whi h is simply the MCSCF ansatz (1.120) with the orbital rotation operator deleted. We may assume that we start with the orbital set generated
at the Hartree-Fo k level. We want to des ribe a system of N ele trons
and so our Hartree-Fo k referen e is simply an o upation-number ve tor of N ele trons as in (1.87). The QED Hamiltonian (1.97) does not
onserve parti le number and so the CI-expansion (1.121) will ontain
o upation-number ve tors with parti le number N + 2n, where n is the
number of ele tron-positron pairs generated from the referen e determinant. On the other hand, the QED Hamiltonian does onserve harge
and so the o upation-number ve tors with N parti les must all be purely
ele troni sin e they are the only ones that ouple to the referen e determinant through the QED Hamiltonian. The o upation-number ve tors
with more than N parti les orrespond to determinants (1.116) involving one or more ex itations of ele trons from o upied negative-energy
orbitals to virtual positive-energy orbitals. The in lusion of these determinants will provide omplete relaxation of the orbital set. However,
as emphasized already in the previous se tion, these determinants are
absent in the standard approa h sin e all the negative-energy states are
empty. The mixed determinants in luded by Bunge et al. in the CIexpansion simply do not exist at the QED level. They are forbidden
by the Pauli ex lusion prin iple sin e they involve the double o upation of negative-energy orbitals. Their in lusion an pre isely lead to the
ontinuum dissolution predi ted by Brown and Ravenhall. Bunge et al.
laims variational ontrol using the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem whi h
implies that the ordered sequen e of eigenvalues of a CI-matrix with one
determinant added to the expansion are interla ed with those of the original CI-matrix. However, the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem only onne ts
sequen es of eigenvalues and not eigenstates. It is well known in dire tCI methods that upon enlarging the trial ve tor spa e root ipping an
o ur, that is two states may hange order, and this is pre isely the possibility that pre ludes variational ontrol in the approa h advo ated by
Bunge et al. [11℄.
3.

Implementation and Computational S aling

Now that the ne essary general theory has been introdu ed in the
pre eding se tions we an dire t our attention to the appli ation to
mole ules. This on erns both the implementation of algorithms and
their omputational s aling in omparison to the "spinfree" algorithms
that are used in non-relativisti quantum hemistry. We start by onsidering basis set expansion te hniques.
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3.1

The algebrai

approximation

While Hartree-Fo k equations for atoms an be solved via numeri al
integration one needs a basis set expansion to apply the method to general mole ular systems. In order to obtain a viable s heme one would like
to hoose fun tions that are readily integrated, preferably using the same
te hniques as employed in non-relativisti quantum hemistry, so that
one an benet from the large body of experien e and implementations
that are available in this eld. Non-relativisti orbitals are, however, usually hosen as real fun tions of the spa e oordinates only, whereas the
Dira spinors are omplex fun tions of spa e and spin oordinates. How
an one best exploit the available basis set te hnology in this domain ?
Basis set expansion is usually done in the LCAO approximation where
the mole ular orbitals are expressed as linear ombinations of atomi orbitals. These atomi orbitals are in turn expressed as xed linear ombinations of simpler fun tions alled primitives. Consider the solution of
the time-independent Dira equation for a mole ular eld (1.41) in the
algebrai approximation. We expand the large and small omponent in
two dierent sets of primitives
X
X X
(1.122)
p =  p ; X = L; S:
We then obtain the eigenvalue equation
"

V LL
LS
SL
SS

V
2m 2 S SS

#"

L
p
S
p

#

"

LL
= S0 S0SS

#"

L
p
S
p

#

p

(1.123)
in whi h appear the matrix elements
D
E
D
E
D
E
XY = X j Y ; V XY = X V^ Y ; XY = X j(  p)j Y
S








(1.124)
The rst attempts along these lines failed rather miserably, even for
one-ele tron systems. The origin of the problem was the negle t of the
oupling of the large and small omponents in the Dira equation
"

 V^
2m pS (r) = Rb p (  p) pL (r) ; Rb p = 1 + p 2
2m

#

1

(1.125)

We obtain the nite basis equivalent of this relation by rst writing out
(1.123) in terms of two matrix equations
V LL Lp + LS Sp = S LL Lp p
(1.126)


SL + V SS 2m 2 S SS Sp = S SS Sp p
(1.127)
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of small omponent expansion oe ients.

 S SS V SS
1
S SS + p
=
2m
2m 2

#

1

SL Lp :

(1.128)

From (1.125) or, alternatively, (1.128) we see that the small omponent
wave fun tion an be regarded as the result of the onse utive a tion
of the operators (  p) and Rbp on the large omponent wave fun tion.
The energy-dependent operator Rbp is totally symmetri , but the operator
(  p) ouples fun tions of opposite parity whi h indi ates that separate
basis set expansions are needed for the large and small omponents,
as was anti ipated by (1.122). We thus see that the oupling of the
large and small omponents generally leads to the use of larger basis sets
and thereby in reased omputational ost at the 4- omponent relativisti
level ompared to non-relativisti methods. For instan e, at the HartreeFo k level three lasses of integrals over the Coulomb operator (1.49)
appear  (LL j LL), (SS j LL) and (SS j SS )  where the rst and
smaller lass (all indi es orrespond to large omponent basis fun tions)
onstitute the two-ele tron integrals of a non-relativisti al ulation. On
the other hand, we shall see that a loser study of the oupling relation
provides suggestions as how to redu e omputational ost.
Before entering a detailed dis ussion of the oupling (1.125), let us rst
onsider the hoi e of primitives in the basis set expansions in relativisti
al ulations. We know that the exa t solutions of the relativisti hydrogeni atom [6℄ dier from the non-relativisti ones in having a singularity
at the nu leus and having a oupling between the spatial and spin oordinates. The singularity is somewhat arti ial be ause it appears in
the exa t solution for a model in whi h the nu leus is represented by a
point harge. A more realisti nite nu leus model [108℄ gives the wave
fun tions an approximately Gaussian shape in this region. The se ond
dieren e, oupling of the spatial and spin degrees of freedom, leads to
more ompli ations. An expansion in 2-spinor fun tions was suggested
by the Oxford group[73℄ who dened basis fun tions as
L (rA ) = NL fL (rA )  ;m (A; 'A )

r

S ( A )

=

NS fS (rA )   ;m (A; 'A )

(1.129)

The radial fun tions fL (rA) and fS (rA) depend only on the distan e
to expansion enter A, all the angular and spin dependen e is arried
by the 2-spinor fun tions ;m (A; 'A ) for whi h the analyti form is
known [39℄. The problem with this approa h is that, due to the hanged
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angular dependen e relative to non-relativisti theory, ompletely new
integral evaluation routines need to be developed. This made the a tual
implementation for mole ular systems appear relatively late[73, 117℄. Implementations of a more pragmati approa h with s alar expansion fun tions were available about a de ade earlier[1, 23, 62, 24, 81℄ be ause
they employed non-relativisti integral evaluation pa kages [65℄. In su h
s hemes one hooses expansion fun tions in whi h only one omponent
of the 4-spinor is non-zero :
"
#"
#
X
X

0
X
p
; X = L; S
(1.130)
p =
X
0 X
p
Here X is a row ve tor of primitives and Xp and Xp are olumn
ve tors of the orresponding expansion oe ients. Note that the same
set of primitives is used for the and omponents. The s alar fun tions
 (rA ) are again hosen as fun tions of the position of the ele tron
relative to expansion enters A. One may still separate the radial and
angular parts by hoosing the spheri al form
 (rA ) = N0 rA` f (rA ) Y` ;m (A; 'A )
(1.131)
but this gives now only a marginal advantage over the Cartesian form
x

y

z

 (rA ) = N00 xnA yAn zAn f (rA )

(1.132)
sin e neither has the orre t angular dependen e. The orre t angular
dependen e is in this approa h of ourse still a hieved at the HartreeFo k stage on e the a tual spinors are found.
In all three models  2-spinor, spheri al or Cartesian  one still needs
to hoose the spe i form of the radial expansion fun tions f (rA).
Again one an take the exa t solutions for the hydrogeni atom as a
guideline. Slater fun tions f (rA) = e  rA have the orre t long range
behavior, but do not have the orre t shape lose to the nu lei. They
neither represent the singularity found in the point nu leus model nor
the approximate Gaussian shape appropriate for nite nu lear models.
There may thus be an2 advantage for expansion in Gaussian type fun tions f (rA) = e  rA for properties that depend on the pre ise shape
near extended nu lei, while properties that depend on the ele tron density in the outer regions of the mole ule are better des ribed using Slater
type fun tions. In pra ti e, however, de isive is the more e ient evaluation of multi- enter integrals that makes Gaussian based expansions the
method of hoi e for both kind of properties. In both the s alar and the
two-spinor expansion s hemes one an then employ integration s hemes
developed for Gaussian type fun tions [43℄.
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As said before, the advantage of the s alar fun tion approa h is that
they require very little adaptation of existing non-relativisti integral
evaluation routines. A disadvantage is, however, that the expansion in
N L large and N S small omponent primitives is unne essarily long. To
see why this is so we need to onsider the relation (1.125) between the
large and the small omponent part of the wavefun tion in more detail.
For ele troni orbitals and non-singular potentials , e.g. nite nu lei,
the oupling redu es in the non-relativisti limit to
S
L
lim
(1.133)
!1 2m p (r) = (  p) p (r)
and equivalently, in the algebrai approximation, to
lim
!1 2m

S
p

h

= S SS

i

1 SL L

p

(1.134)

sin e the operator R^p then goes to unity. In pra ti e one obtains this
result for point nu lei as well in the algebrai approximation be ause
Gaussian basis fun tions are not able to des ribe the singularities at
nu lei. When using basis set expansions, one usually ignores the ee t of
R^ p sin e this operator, even in the relativisti regime, is lose to unity due
to the large value of 2m 2 . This is alled the kineti balan e pro edure
[88, 92℄ sin e it guarantees proper representation of the operator identity
(  p) (  p) = p2 in matrix form. We an see this better by inserting
the non-relativisti oupling (1.134) into the matrix equation (1.126).
We then obtain
V LL

L+
p

1 LS h SS i 1 SL
 S

2m

L
p

= S LL Lp p

(1.135)

whi h gives the matrix representation of the non-relativisti S hrödinger
equation provided that the relation
D

E
D
E
L p2 L = L j(  p) (  p)j L

holds. The term
=

X



S

E 



S SS



1

D



S

(1.136)
(1.137)

has the form of the resolution of identity in a non-orthogonal basis. As
arefully analyzed by Dyall et al. [22℄ it is not ne essary to have a
omplete small omponent basis in order for relation (1.136) to hold;
it su es that the small omponent basis spans the result of the operator (  p) a ting on the large omponent basis. This observation
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explains the weakness of the Talman minimax prin iple (1.84) alluded
to in se tion 2.1. Assume that we have the exa t solution. If the large
omponent fun tion is now varied by adding new primitives without onjointly adding small omponent primitives that span the ee t of (  p)
on these new fun tions, then relation (1.136) will not hold. The kineti
energy will be underestimated, and one may observe that the energy
falls below the exa t energy, ontrary to the Talman minimax prin iple.
The kineti balan e re ipe in pra ti e prevents this so- alled variational
ollapse. It does not mean that kineti ally balan ed basis sets always
provide an upper limit of the true energy sin e the relation (1.134) does
not represent the exa t oupling (1.128). The ee t of the operator R^ p
an be seen in gure 1.1 where we ompare the small omponent radial fun tion of the 1s1=2 orbital of the radon atom from a Hartree-Fo k
al ulation using a nite nu leus with the fun tion generated by kineti
balan e from the orresponding large omponent radial fun tion. It an
be seen that lose to the nu leus there is a marked dis repan y between
the two fun tions, illustrating that the kineti balan e pres ription gives
a rather poor des ription of the oupling of the large and small omponents in this region. However, sin e this breakdown o urs in the lose
vi inity of nu lei, well within the radial expe tation value of the 1s1=2 orbital, it is reasonable to assume that it o urs in a region of lo al atomi
symmetry, even for mole ular systems. This implies that large omponent s fun tions then only ouple to small omponent p fun tions and
not to other angular momentum types. With a su iently exible basis
the kineti balan e pres ription will therefore allow the establishment
of the orre t oupling. In most ases energy optimizing a sequen e of
un ontra ted kineti ally balan ed basis sets shows monotonous onvergen e from above upon extending the basis. For very large basis sets one
sometimes sees that the energy in a kineti balan e basis set expansion
is slightly lower than the referen e value that is obtained via numeri
integration [32℄. There is, however, ample numeri al eviden e that su h
small deviations do not present a real problem, and the kineti balan e
pro edure has therefore be ome the standard approa h in developing
basis sets for 4- omponent relativisti al ulations.
LA
Sin e it su es to span the range of fun tions SA
 (r) = (  p)  (r)
in the small omponent basis, kineti balan e an be realized in dierent ways. In 2- omponent basis sets one an dire tly in lude one small
omponent expansion fun tion for ea h large omponent fun tion . This
1:1 relation between the large and small omponent basis fun tions has
been denoted restri ted kineti balan e. In s alar basis sets one usually
onsiders all three omponents of the p separately, whi h is then denoted
unrestri ted kineti balan e. Still, the separate one- omponent fun tions
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an be re ombined in the transformation to the orthogonal basis when
the Hartree-Fo k matrix equation is solved. If this is done, the nal
result be omes identi al to that of the 2- omponent pro edure, with as
only dieren e the al ulation of primitive integrals and the onstru tion
of the Fo k matrix. In these steps the s alar expansion method needs
signi antly more primitive fun tions than needed in the omparable
two-spinor expansion. As example we take the representation of the 2p
spinors. The large omponent is expressed as a linear ombination of 2px,
2py , and 2pz Cartesian Gaussian fun tions using the same exponents for
the whole set of p-fun tions. The small omponent is then expanded in
the set of fun tions that are generated by operation with the three omponents of the gradient operator on the three s alar 2p fun tions. This
gives seven unique fun tions (1s, 3s and 3d) to balan e three large omponent fun tions. This overrepresentation an be redu ed using so- alled
dual family basis sets [32℄ in whi h the exponents of the d-fun tions are
a subset of those of s-fun tions, and the exponents of f-fun tions a subset
of those of p-fun tions, et . This is e ient be ause small omponent
s alar fun tions are then used to balan e two large omponent fun tions
at the same time. Still, one always ends up with a longer expansion than
used in an qualitatively equivalent two-spinor expansion. The superuous linear ombinations are usually proje ted away be ause they may
give problems with linear dependen ies. The problem is enhan ed in
heavier elements be ause the p1=2 and p3=2 orbitals then have markedly
dierent radial extent [80℄. A s alar expansion s heme does not permit
distin tion between these subshells whi h means that the tight fun tions
needed in the expansion set for the p1=2 will also be in luded in the
set used for the p3=2 . This illustrates that a two-spinor expansion is to
be preferred on theoreti al grounds . It is, however, also a matter of
strategy whether this redu tion in appli ation time really warrants the
additional eort in onstru ting and maintaining a dedi ated integral
evaluation implementation for relativisti al ulations. An implementation of the s alar expansion s heme that shares most of its inner kernels
with a non-relativisti implementation will benet easily from new advan es in non-relativisti integral evaluation te hniques, while these need
to be rederived and separately implemented in a two-spinor s heme. Another issue is the interfa e of non-relativisti and relativisti s hemes, an
approa h advo ated by Dyall [26, 27, 28, 29℄, where it also may be easier
to work with primitive s alar expansion fun tions throughout.
Let us now dire t attention to the R^ operator (1.125) that modies the
fun tion (  p) L (r) in regions where the potential  (r) is large. This
is the ase in the vi inity of nu lei and has important impli ations for the
kineti balan e pro edure for ontra ted basis sets. The kineti balan e
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pres ription has proven to be a valid method to generate primitive small
omponent basis sets. However, it is lear from gure 1.1 that it fails
when applied to the large omponent part of an eigenspinor. The dramati onsequen es an easily be veried for hydrogeni systems [100℄.
It means that the simple kineti balan e pro edure an not be applied to
heavily ontra ted basis fun tions (that approa h the exa t large omponent solution) be ause the generated small omponent fun tions do not
provide su ient exibility to establish the orre t oupling. The proper
pro edure is to take both the large and the small omponent oe ients
dire tly from un ontra ted atomi referen e al ulations. This has been
referred to as atomi balan e [100℄. As a side remark we note that the
sometimes advo ated [63℄ use of non-relativisti fun tions to expand the
large omponent, ombined with appli ation of the kineti balan e pres ription for the small omponent, also prevents the divergen es but at
the expense of having wrong expansion fun tions for both the large and
the small omponent. Again, ontra tion with the atomi spinor oeients is easier in two-spinor expansion s hemes than in s alar expansion
s hemes be ause the former makes it possible to dene spe i ontra tions for the spin-orbit split subshells (j = l 1=2 and j = l + 1=2). In
the latter s heme one needs to give one set of ontra tion oe ients for
a given nl shell whi h makes it ne essary to ompromise.
The R^ -operator is also of interest when studying the long-range behavior of the small omponent wave fun tion. In regions of negligible
potential it redu es to a onstant fa tor of



R^ p = 1 + p 2
2m



1

(1.138)

Sin e the amplitude of the large omponent wave fun tion in this region
is dominated by that from the HOMO with a small value of "p and only
a small gradient, the small omponent wave fun tion will have nearly
zero amplitude in this region. The small omponent density is therefore
rather lo alized and atomi in nature. This observation has made it possible to al ulate spe tros opi onstants of mole ular systems where the
omplete set of (SS j SS ) integrals is eliminated and the potential urve
is orre ted by a simple Coulombi orre tion [107℄. This onstitute a
perturbational orre tion, but more elaborate s hemes of integral modeling have been developed in order to redu e omputational ost. Re ently
a s heme was presented in whi h all overlap between small omponent
basis fun tions lo ated on dierent expansion enters was negle ted in
the evaluation of potential energy matrix elements [48℄. The promising
results obtained in these pilot al ulations indi ate that in the long run
it will probably su e to restri t evaluation of potential energy inteD R A F T
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The a tual small omponent radial fun tion [r 1 Q(r) ℄ of the 1s1=2 orbital of radon obtained from a numeri al GRASP al ulation with Gaussian nu leus,
as ompared with the radial small omponent fun tion [r 1 P (r) ℄ generated from
restri ted kineti balan e (RKB). For omparison the radial expe tation value of the
1s1=2 orbital is 0.0015 a.u.

Figure 1.1.
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grals in the small omponent basis to those that share a ommon enter.
In this approximation the s aling of integral evaluation then be omes
aNL4 + bNS NL2 + NS where the rst term is omparable to that of a
non-relativisti all-ele tron al ulation. This means that the pre eding
dis ussion on the e ien y of integral evaluation in two-spinor versus
s alar expansion s hemes looses some of its signi an e be ause it will
apply mainly to small systems. For larger systems the integral evaluation ost will be dominated by the "non-relativisti " rst term and it
be omes more important to employ e ient integral-dire t or multipole
expansion te hniques to improve the omputational e ien y than to
optimize the al ulation of integrals over the small omponent basis.
For small mole ules, mole ular symmetry may of ourse also help to
in rease omputational e ien y. In the two-spinors expansion one an
resort dire tly to double group symmetry and apply proje tion operators or other te hniques to reate the appropriate symmetri linear ombinations of atomi two-spinors. When s alar fun tions are hosen as
expansion basis it is natural to rst adapt these using non-relativisti
point group symmetry and then ombine the resulting fun tions to obtain double group symmetry adapted fun tions. In that ase one may
ombine the symmetry adaption of s alar basis fun tions to single point
groups with time reversal symmetry in a quaternion symmetry s heme
[82, 83℄. The sidestep via non-relativisti symmetry adapted fun tions
also has advantages when approximate, in parti ular so- alled spinfree,
algorithms are onsidered. If one has dened a basis in whi h the large
omponent s alar fun tions transform a ording to the irreps of the appropriate single point group and the small omponent fun tions are related by the kineti balan e relation, it be omes possible to identify spinorbit ouplings as arising due to the o-diagonal matrix elements of the
Fo k operator. Negle ting these ontributions be omes then identi al to
solving the spinfree modied Dira equation of se tion 1.1.4 [24, 104℄
. While this is not very important in the Hartree-Fo k stage it oers
major saving in the ele tron orrelation pro edure. It means that orrelation al ulations an be arried out using non-relativisti algorithms
and implementations. This will be dis ussed in more detail in the next
se tion.
3.2

Ele tron

orrelation methods

The ele tron orrelation methods available for 4- omponent methods
are derived from non-relativisti ounterparts. As dis ussed in se tion 2.4
a no-pair Hamiltonian (1.110) with fully relaxed proje tion operators is
a essible only at the MCSCF level, where orbital rotations are in luded.
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At the CI or CC level the best hoi e of no-pair Hamiltonian is the one
dened by the Hartree-Fo k (or MCSCF) orbitals. The generation of the
matrix elements appearing in the no-pair Hamiltonian (1.111) is rather
ostly sin e it involves summation of integrals over both the large and
small omponent type basis sets. In the s alar expansion s heme this is
onveniently expressed in quaternion algebra [110℄ and gives the following
expression in terms of ele tron repulsion integrals over s alar fun tions
12 34 =
gpqrs

L;S X
L;S X
NY
NX X
X
X Y ; ;

XX;12 g XXY Y B Y Y;34 ( ;  = 0; 1; 2; 3)
B;pq
12 34

;rs

where the B-matri es are quaternion density matri es
XX;12 e
B;pq
12 =

3 X
3
X
1 =0 1 =0

X;1 X;2 e e :
p
q
1 2

(1.139)
(1.140)

12 34 an be expressed as a sum of 16 indiEa h quaternion integral gpqrs
vidual real numbers multiplied by a quaternion phase e12 for ele tron 1
and a quaternion phase e34 for ele tron 2. This is fully equivalent to the
more onventional notation in terms of barred and unbarred partners of
Kramers pairs. One an see that the ee t of spin-orbit oupling translates into making the density matri es omplex instead of real, while the
use of a 4- omponent instead of a 2- omponent formalism leads to the additional summation over the small omponent basis fun tions. Together
this makes the 4-index formation step, though still s aling as a fth power
with the number of basis fun tions, mu h more ostly than the same step
in non-relativisti al ulations. Let M be the number of a tive Kramers
pairs (or spatial orbitals in the non-relativisti ase) in a orrelated alulation. Pernpointner et al. [70℄ take the realisti assumption that the
primitive small omponent basis is about twi e the size of the primitive
large omponent basis, that is NS  2NL and arrive using M = NL at
a non-relativisti /relativisti operation ount ratio of 1:130 for the rst
halftransformation and a ratio of 1:88 for the se ond halftransformation.
The in rease in the rst steps is largely due to the presen e of the small
omponent basis set, while that in the last steps is aused by the oupling of the spin and spatial degrees of freedom. The omputational
s aling in the rst steps an be redu ed by using two-spinor expansion
fun tions (so that NS = NL) and/or by using one- enter approximations
and it is probable that this will not present a major problem in the near
future. The limiting ratio will then be that of a two-spinor algorithm
that gives a s aling of 1:10 in the rst halftransformation and 1:24 in
the se ond. The later steps remain more demanding due to the fa t that
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spin-orbit ouplings, that are negle ted in a purely non-relativisti theory, are taken into a ount. This gives a shift from real to omplex or
quaternion algebra and a loss of permutational symmetry. Here one may
only improve the s aling in ases that these ouplings are so small that
approximate algorithms an be used. This is similar to the situation with
2- omponent methods where spin-orbit oupling are often negle ted in
the Hartree-Fo k pro edure and introdu ed in a CI step. Pre isely the
same treatment with similar omputational gains (and loss of a ura y
in some ases) is possible for the 4- omponent s heme. After the index
transformation we end up with a se ond quantized Hamiltonian that an
be used in various orrelation treatments. The omputations are then
identi al to those ne essary in 2- omponent al ulations.
A number of algorithms and implementations have been developed
that ta kle the ele tron orrelation problem in the 2- or 4- omponent
no-pair approximation. We will here only onsider the algorithms that
assume true 4- or 2-spinors and not the methods that negle t the ee t
on spin-orbit ouplings in the Hartree-Fo k stage. For more omplete
des riptions of the algorithms we refer to a re ent overview by one of us
[111℄. In this review we will fo us on the omputational s aling of these
methods.
The omputationally most e ient treatment is given by many-body
perturbation theory, in parti ular MP2. Sin e one only needs to sum
transformed integrals divided by the orbital energy dieren es, this method
allows for integral-dire t implementations, thus opening up for appli ation to larger systems. The method has as drawba k that it is only
appli able in ases were a single determinant referen e already gives a
reasonable des ription of the system. The omputational s aling is identi al to that of the index transformation step be ause the summation of
the transformed integrals themselves takes a negligible amount of time.
The CI-type methods are more exible but omputationally less ef ient and, more importantly, la k the orre t s aling of energy with
system size. This restri ts their appli ation to relatively small model
systems in whi h they an give results lose enough to the full CI limit.
As orbital generator usually an average-of- onguration Hartree-Fo k
pro edure is used, but work MCSCF algorithms is underway [98℄. The
omputational s aling depends mu h on the a tual implementation and
on the type of CI that is used.
The last lass of ab initio orrelated method are the oupled luster
type approa hes. They share with the perturbation theory type methods
the features of size-extensivity and reasonable omputational e ien y,
but also the requirement that the referen e wave fun tion should be simple. Appli ation of these type of relativisti methods to atoms has been
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pioneered by the groups of Lindgren [59℄ and Kaldor [52, 53℄ who have
shown that almost arbitrary a ura y an be rea hed on e a su ient
number of one-parti le fun tions (up to i-type fun tions) and ex itation
level is used. While su h a urate treatments are feasible due to the
high symmetry and relatively few ele trons to be orrelated in atomi
systems, this is still out of rea h for mole ular appli ations. It is possible
to formulate the theory entirely in terms of Kramers' pairs instead of
individual spinors but the orresponding algorithms have not yet been
fully developed for the general ase. The unrestri ted CCSD(T) algorithm that has been implemented an be routinely applied to diatomi s
but larger systems and basis sets beyond triple or quadruple zeta level
are usually still too demanding. These systems are smaller than feasible
with e ient non-relativisti implementations of CC methods, whi h is
mainly due to the limiting steps in the ne essary index transformation
that make this step often more expensive or umbersome (due to the
ne essary diskspa e and I/O) than the oupled luster step itself. This
situation will improve due to the in reasing performan e of omputer
hardware and the development of more e ient (parallel) algorithms,
but unless approximations are made that break the notorious seventh
power s aling with system size the oupled luster algorithms will remain only appli able to relatively small systems.
The latter problem is in fa t shared among all the orrelation methods
and is no dierent from the situation in non-relativisti quantum hemistry. However, while in non-relativisti quantum hemistry rewriting of
the algorithms in the atomi orbital basis ombined with approximation
of long-range intera tions via multipole expansions [113, 85℄ permits the
development of algorithms that s ale mu h better with system size [87℄,
this is umbersome in the relativisti ase. In order to make AO-dire t
algorithms feasible one also needs to take into a ount the large dieren e in size between the a tive spinor set and the omplete basis set.
It is quite ommon to orrelate only 10 % of the ele trons in a system,
using only the lowest lying virtual spinors. This makes the AO list of
fun tions mu h longer than MO-list and it takes larger systems before
the gain due to approximate treatment of long-range ee ts starts to pay
o. This leaves the implementers of methods with a di ult hoi e : In
the long run one will see that omputations for system sizes for whi h the
eort of using AO-based algorithms pays o are easily feasible and that
this then enables mu h larger omputations. In the urrent situation it
is, however, still more e ient to use MO-based algorithms.
The observations regarding the omputational s aling of the various
steps in a onventional ab initio al ulation (using s alar basis fun tions)
are summarized in table 1.3. The rst steps show a linear dependen e
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on the number of primitive integrals that need to be al ulated and ontra ted with the density matrix. The fa tors a, b and depend on the
type of basis fun tions ontained in the integrals. Fa tor will in general be larger then a be ause the small omponent basis ontains higher
angular momentum type fun tions than the large omponent basis. This
is the main reason that relativisti Hartree-Fo k al ulations for small
mole ules are so mu h more expensive than omparable non-relativisti
al ulations. The dieren e in algebra (quaternion instead of real) furthermore redu es the permutational symmetry of the density matrix
making the Fo k matrix building and diagonalization pro edure more
expensive. This algebra dieren e also shows up in two-spinor methods where the presen e of two-ele tron spin-orbit integrals in reases the
omputation time by a onstant fa tor relative to non-relativisti alulations. Index transformation of two-ele tron integrals exhibits the
well-known fth order s aling with the number of basis fun tions. In
the transformation of the rst two indi es one sees mainly the ee ts
of the small omponent basis set. In the se ond halftransformation the
ee t of spin-orbit ouplings start to dominate making the s aling of full
Dira -Coulomb and two-spinor approa hes omparable. They be ome
fully equivalent in the last step (taken here as a CCSD al ulation sin e
this algorithm has been analyzed in detail previously [105℄) where the
variational in lusion of spin-orbit oupling leads to a 32-fold in rease in
operation ount. The numbers presented here are theoreti al estimates
and a tual measurements may give a somewhat dierent pi ture depending on e ien y of implementation and onvergen e of iterative pro edures. Still, we think that it is useful to have su h estimates,  both
as a guideline for the e ien y of implementation and for the development of a long term strategy. We an for instan e dedu e that mole ules
may as well be treated with relativisti oupled luster methods based on
the spinfree Dira -Coulomb equation than by other s alar relativisti or
non-relativisti ounterparts sin e the rate-determining step is the CCSD
step whi h outs ales the preliminary Hartree-Fo k or index transformation steps. In luding spin-orbit oupling in reases the omputational
time, regardless of whether this is done in a 2- or a 4-spinor algorithm.
This trend that is already visible in large basis set al ulation on diatomi s will be ome even stronger on e more powerful omputers that
allow larger mole ules to be treated be ome available. On the other
hand, if we move to the large systems still ina essible by urrent oupled luster algorithms and use only Hartree-Fo k or DFT methods we
see that the in lusion of spin-orbit ouplings is less ru ial. The eort
should go into the e ient evaluation or approximation of integrals over
the small omponent basis set. For su h larger systems one an then use
D R A F T
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Table 1.3.
Theoreti al operation ounts of steps in a orrelated al ulation for different approximation of the Dira Coulomb no-pair Hamiltonian. 2-Spinor is any
method that works with frozen no-pair proje tion operators but keeps the spin-orbit
ouplings, Spinfree is any method that varies the proje tion operators but negle ts
spin-orbit ouplings. N is the number of basis fun tions (with subs ripts referring
to Large or Small omponent where appropriate). M is the number of a tive orbitals or Kramers' pairs (with the subs ripts for the CCSD algorithm referring to
the subsets of O upied or Virtual orbitals). The steps onsidered are: A)Integral
evaluation/Hartree-Fo k/DFT, B)Index transformation, step 1, C)Index transformation, step 2, D) CCSD

A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D

Non-Relativisti
1 aN 4
81
4 + 1 M 2N 3
21 MN
3
2 21 4
21 M 4 N 2 + 2 M 4 N 2 1 2 4
4 Mo Mv + 4Mo Mv + 2 Mo Mv
2-spinor
1 aN 4
2
4
2 3
2MN + 8M N
3
2
4
4M N + 16M N
4
2
4 2
2 4
8Mo Mv + 128Mo Mv + 16Mo Mv

Spinfree
1 aNL4 + 4bNS2 NL2 + 4 NS4 
81
4
2 2
4 1 2 3
2
3
21 M 3 NL2+ 4NS 2NL +14N3S + 2 M NL + 4NS NL + 4NS
(NL + 4NS )
21 M 4 N2L + 4N4S 2+ 2 M
2
4
1
M
M
+
4
M
M
+
M
o v
4 o v
2 o Mv
Dira -Coulomb
1 aNL4 + bNS2 NL2 + NS4 
2
4
2 2
4
2 NL3 + NS NL2 + NS3 
2M NL + NS NL + NS + 8M

3 NL2 + NS2 + 16M 4 (NL + NS )
4M
4 2
4 2
2 4
8Mo Mv + 128Mo Mv + 16Mo Mv

the ee t of the lo ality of the small omponent wave fun tion making
integrals pres reening and/or one- enter expansion methods take ee t.
4.

Con lusion

In this hapter we have dis ussed 4- omponent relativisti methods
and in parti ular the hallenges that arise when extending the appli ation of these methods from atomi to mole ular systems, notably arising
from the introdu tion of the algebrai approximation. We have analyzed
in detail the variational stability of the Dira -Coulomb-(Gaunt/Breit)
Hamiltonian by omparing the standard approa h to 4- omponent relativisti mole ular al ulations with QED in the semi lassi al limit. We
nd that we re over the formulas of the standard approa h by deleting
va uum polarization from semi lassi al QED. The ee t is, however, that
the minimization prin iple of QED is repla ed by a minimax prin iple
in the standard approa h, due to the fa t that in QED all negativeenergy orbitals are lled whereas they are empty and treated as an orthogonal omplement in the standard approa h. The standard approa h
employs a (and not the !) no-pair Hamiltonian whi h orresponds to
surrounding the relativisti many-ele tron Hamiltonian by proje tion operators. Contrary to approximate 1-or 2- omponent approximations the
4- omponent methods allows a ontinuous update of the proje tion operD R A F T
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ators and thereby of the no-pair Hamiltonian and thus allows a omplete
relaxation of the ele troni wave fun tion to the a tual potential of the
system.
We insist on the distin tion between Hamiltonians and methods. It is
then easier to see that the dieren e in omputational ost of relativisti
and non-relativisti al ulations is a dieren e in prefa tor rather than
order, and so it is not like omparing DFT with CCSD. Through a areful
analysis of omputational ost we furthermore show that one must distinguish the extra omputational ost arising from the introdu tion of larger
basis sets, notably the separate expansion of the large and small omponents, from the ost arising from the transition from non-relativisti
to relativisti symmetry, that is the introdu tion of spin-orbit oupling.
This latter ontribution is identi al at the 2- and 4- omponent level of
theory. We onsider how the omputational ost an be redu ed by exploiting symmetry, in parti ular time reversal symmetry, and the atomi
nature of the small omponent density. We also outline the dilemma
fa ing the programmer on whether he should hoose a s alar basis expansion whi h allows him to benet from the ontinuous development
of (integral) odes in the non-relativisti domain or whether he should
hoose the more natural expansion in terms of 2-spinors whi h requires a
more dedi ated programming eort. The area of 4- omponent relativisti
mole ular methods ontinues to be an area of hallenge and promise.
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